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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
  B.C. ASSOCIATION

Many of you will recall that in March
1945 as part of the First Canadian
Corps, we left the Eighth Army in Italy
and moved through France and Belgium
to Northwest Europe, in order to join the
First Canadian Army in the final stages
of the Liberation of Holland. With the
ceasefire in May, the Regiment moved
from its positions in the front line and
commenced training in Elspeet and
Nunspeet in preparation for representing
Western Canada in the forthcoming
Victory Parade in Berlin. In due course,
two companies, A and B, formed part of
a Composite Battalion in the Parade. !n
September, we commenced the long
trek home.

1995 of course marks the 50th
Anniversary of VE Day and VJ Day. Of
special significance to members of our
Association was the Liberation
Celebrations in Holland in May. To my
knowledge, at least six or more
members of our branch attended, most
accompanied by their wives or friends.
Speaking personally, my wife and I were
overwhelmed by the goodwill and
gratitude of the Dutch people of all ages.

With the collaboration of the Edmonton
Branch, Keith MacGregor represented
the Associations in the official party sent
by Canada.

Unfortunately Ken McKenzie, for health
reasons, has had to relinquish his long
and distinguished service as Secretary
Treasurer of our Branch. He has been
ably succeeded by Doug Burns.

Major David Petrie, an Honourary Life

Member of our Branch, celebrated his
100th birthday on 20 September. Among
the many messages of congratulation
was one from our Association. Dave is in
the long term care unit of the Saanich
Peninsular Hospital in Greater Victoria.

This year our annual luncheon and
General Meeting will be held on 4
October in Richmond, B.C. We expect
over forty five to attend. The response of
our members to mixed annual lunches,
combined with our Annual General
Meeting, has been most gratifying.

With very best wishes for Christmas and
the New Year.

Fraternally,
John Dougan

YOUR MILITARY MEDALS

For World War I or World War II write:
      Honours and Awards Section
      Veterans Affairs Canada
      66 Slater Street
      Ottawa, ON K1AOP4

For Korean War and peacetime medals:
      National Defence Headquarters
      Maj Gen George Pearkes BIdg,
      Ottawa, ON K1AOK2
      Attention: DPERSA 3-4-3.



ANNUAL GENERAL
           B,C.

1.    On October 4th, 1995, the B.C.
Branch of The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment Association gathered at the
Abercorn Inn in Richmond for the first
combined  Annual  Meeting  and
Luncheon. Another first was the inclusion
of spouses or friends of members in the
combined meeting in an attempt to
increase the number of "yes" responses.
A total of 21 Regular and Lady members
plus 11 spouses and 11 friends or
guests sat down to the tables at 12:30
p.m. The head table was piped In to the
accompaniment of Bonnie Dundee,
played by Cpi, Brian Hamner of the
Seaforths, consisted of President and
Mrs. John Dougan, General George
 Kitching, Hon. Brigadier and Mrs. Henry
 (Budge) Bell-lrving, Honorary Colonel Ai
 Baylis, President of the Seaforth
 Highlanders of Canada Regimental
Association, and Mr. and Mrs. Doug
 Burns.

 2.    President Dougan welcomed
 those members, families and friends in
 attendance and made special mention of
 Phyllis Remple, wife or our late
 Immediate Past-President, and AI Baylis,
 the representative of our neighbouring
 Seaforth Association. He then mentioned
 the 50th Anniversary of the Victory in
 Europe and Victory in Japan Days. Of
 special significance to members of our
 Association was the Liberation of
 Holland Celebration in May which was
 attended by six or more of our Branch
 accompanied by their wives and friends.
 Rx their part Rie and John Dougan were
 osawheimed by the goodwill and
 @grsliiide expressed by the Dutch
 or afl ages. He         that

MacGregor           the Association
as a member of the officiaS party sent by
Canada. He     reminded us that in
March 1945 our Regiment left the 8th
Army in Italy to rejoin the 1 st Canadian
Army in Beigium -and Holland, Our
Regiment was chosen to represent
Western Canada in the Allied Victory
Parade In Berlin. Eventually A and B
companies participated in a composite
Brigade.

3.    Honorary President Jim Stone,
who celebrated his 87th birthday in
August, sent his regrets. He has some
mobility problems which restrict his
travel. Dave Petrie, an Honorary Life
Member of the B.C. Branch and veteran
of both wars, was given an enthusiastic
round of applause for his attendance. He
was accompanied by his son Charles
 and it should be noted that Dave
 celebrated his 100th birthday on
 September 20th of this year.

 4.    The Act of Commemoration
 followed with a two-minute period of
 silence and the reading of the names of
 those known to have died since our last
 meeting, vis: Walter Nelson, Bill Lowden,
 Archie McCallum, Barney Olson and
 Mrs. Danica Hayter, wife of the late
 Ralph Hayter. The Piper then played the
 Lament which was followed by Ed
 Bradish saying Grace.

 5.    The Acting Secretary-Treasurer
 gave an interim report indicating that we
 have 77 Regular Members, 2 Honorary
 Life Members and 30 Lady Members in
 the B.C. Association. We also have

        of $7,446.50 in the HongKong



Bank of Canada, Bank of British
Columbia Division. He then read
greetings from eighteen members who
were unable to be present. The furthest
responses received were from Steve
Henke, in Queensland, Australia and
from Fred Delyea in Thunder Bay,
Ontario. Names of all who sent greetings
are attached to the official copy of
minutes.

6.    Alon Johnson circulated a recent
copy of the University of Alberta Alumni
publication, New Trail, which highlighted
the edition with a picture of The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment members on the
cover.

7.    The sit-down Luncheon preceded
the Toast to the Regiment proposed by
Jack Rosser after which the President
thanked Ed Bradish for making the
arrangements at the Abercorn inn and
also for selecting the tasty wines. He
recognized the contribution of Art Bird
who is retiring from the Executive
Committee this year. Finally, he paid
tribute to the late Barney Olson for his
years of service as Treasurer in
Edmonton and as Editor of the "49er"
magazine.

8.    After asking if there were any
volunteers who wished to serve on the
Executive Committee, especially from the
mainland of B.C., the President called
upon General George Kitching to
present the slate of nominations for the
1996 Officers and Directors of the B.C.
Association. In doing so, George
reminded everyone of the long standing
democratic procedure in the Branch that
anyone wishing to object must agree to
stand in his place. There being no
objections, the proposed slate was
approved on a motion by Budge Bell-

 Irving and George Kitching.

B.C. Branch - Executive Committee for
                 1996

 Honorary President: Colonel Jim Stone,
   OC, DSO, MC

 President: John Dougan, MC,
 Secretary-Treasurer: Doug Burns
 Directors: Ed Bradish, Jack Haley, Alon

  Johnson, Doug Rogers

 9.    The next Annual Meeting will be
 held in Victoria in the Fall of 1996.
 Details will be mailed out during the
 Summer.

 10.   The meeting adjourned at 1500
 hrs with a brisk sale of the newly
 acquired audio tapes, narrated by Ed
 Boyd, of "Songs the Loyal Eddies Sing".

 11.   Those attending not previously
 mentioned include: Scottie and Mary
 Adamson, Doris Cunliffe, Jack and
 Dorothy DeLorme, Les Duncan, Ellen
 Jones, Walter Holmes, Gordon and
 Annie Mcintosh, Mike Markowsky, Jessie
 Middieton, J.G. Milnes, Doug and Pat
 Rogers and Len Tuppen. The names of
 other guests were inadvertently not
 recorded.

"Murphy! You're out of
         step!"



Jack & Dorothy DeLorme Jack & Eden Rosser

 Major Dave Petrie, ED on the occasion
of his 100th Birthday, 20 September 1995

Head Table in rear (! to r): AI Baylis, Paddy Bums, George Kitching, Nancy Bell-living, John Dougan, Rie



PRESIDENT'S REPORT
 EDMONTON BRANCH

Fellow 49ers.

This has been a good year in the life of
our Association, with a number of
interesting things to report.

The annual meeting and dinner was a
great success. It was one of the best
turnouts we have had in recent years
and all indications are that everyone
enjoyed themselves.

The tape "Songs the Loyal Eddies Sang"
turned out well. We need to sell 200 to
achieve "break-even" on the project, but
have not yet hit that number - so keep
those orders coming in.

During our Ortona visit of October 1994
we agreed that we should prepare a
bronze plaque for the city - we did that
and in May I visited Ortona and
presented the plaque to the Mayor. To
the best of my knowledge it has not yet
been put in place and I believe the plan
is to do that this coming April or May.
The visit to Ortona was another moving
experience. On your behalf I laid wreaths
 at the cemetery and at the memorial in
 San Tomaso Square. We were guest of
 honour at a Tosti concert where we
 received a nice round of applause.

 Despite the fact that the weatherman did
 not cooperate, the Grande Prairie Picnic
 was good fun. Our sincere thanks to
 Betty Belford, Gordon Pearcy, the Legion
 and to Mayor Graydon. A high light of
 the trip was the attendance of the Mayor
 of Ortona, Professor Gianfrancesco
 Puletti, and his charming wife Dina as
 our guests. We had discussions with

Mayor Graydon and are now waiting for
official confirmation of the twinning of
Ortona and Grande Prairie. Eileen and I
had the pleasure of taking them for a
short visit to Jasper, Lake Louise and
Banff.

Thanks to the effort of Glenn Jones,
Camp Harris has a "New Look". We have
been fortunate to get a new Caretaker,
who has done miracles by way of
cleaning up and painting.

The City of Edmonton seems to be
showing a renewed interest in us. Early
in the year they advised that they had
initiated a project of raising a flag on
days significant to various organizations.
The pole is located on the southwest
corner of the City Hal! land. I chose
December 28th as the date for our flag
to be raised, because that was the date
the battle for Ortona was officially over.

The City of Edmonton agreed to waive
rent for the space in the Prince of Wales
Armoury for our Regimental Museum.
The Museum Committee have done a
 remarkable job to date - their latest effort
 being to tear out the floor which was
 suffering from a severe case of dry rot,
which the City then replaced at their
 cost.

 Congratulations to Lee Ahlstrom and
 Chris Atkin, who are the push behind
 this project. They have been working
 quietly behind the scenes io these many
 (Continued on another page).



                         EDMONTON BRANCH
                    ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Thirty-nine members signed in as President Wally Ross called the meeting to order at
1505 Saturday, 21 January 1995. He called for the customary two minutes of silence in
memory of absent comrades.

The minutes of the 15 January 1994 meeting were accepted as circulated in Issue #97
of the Fortyniner. Lem Mundorf moved the report, seconded by Paul Cote. Carried.

Financial Report

Barney Olson, Treasurer, explained that
we ended the year with a small profit of
$968.78 mostly due to a large donation.
Moved by Barney and seconded by
Elmer Devore. Carried. A special vote of
thanks went to Barney for all of his
efforts on the executive,

Magazine Report

In 1994 there were 400 copies of the
Fortyniner distributed. We always lose
money on the magazine so donations
toward the magazine are appreciated.
Thank's to "Bert" McDonald for his
stories.

There are many other stories of army life
that should be told. Members of the
present Battalion are encouraged to
contribute their stories. Report was
moved by Barney Olson and seconded
by Marcel Tettament. Carried.

Membership Report

At the time of this report there were 213
Regular, 7 Life, 4 Mewburn, 32 Lady
Associate, and 4 Associate Members for
a total of 260. Moved by Barney Olson
and seconded by Marcel Tettament.
Carried.

Moved by Ed Boyd and seconded by
Ralph Craven that Guiseppe Fillipo
Imbalzanno (Vice Counsel for Italy),
Aidennan Bruce Campbel! and TorniSo
Fabris (President of 'the Italian Vets
Association)  be  given   Honourary
membership in our association. Carried.

Hospital Report

Deceased members who served with our
Regiment as listed in the last issue of the
Fortyniner were 16 Association members
and 27 who have not     members of
our Association, Four Lady members
were deceased. Since the magazine was
printed Bill Lowden, Vancouver and
"Bud B Allan, Killam passed away. Two
Lady Associate members Jean Rendali
and Danica Hayter are now deceased.
Bill Craig, Joe Suiter, Jim Botsford and
Reg Rowers are in the Mewburn
Veterans home, M.A, Qould has suffered
a stroke and is in hospital. Report was
moved by Barney Oison and seconded
by M. Tettament. Carried.

Ortona Pilgrimage

The report was given in the last
Fortyniner.
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Grange Prairie Picnic

Mike Antonio moved that the wonderful
northern community would be delighted
to have the function held there near the
end of July, 1995. Seconded by Marcel
Tettament. Carried. The exact date will
be discussed at the next executive
meeting.

New Business

Ed Boyd moved a vote of thanks to
Wally Ross and the Vice Consul for the
trip to Ortona. Carried.

Barney Olson mentioned that there will
be a special exhibit held February 4 -
May 14,1995 in the Provincial Museum.

Ed McLean asked if a member of the
Seaforths could attend the next trip and
he was told they are welcome to go on
the trip and join our Association.

 Nominating Committee

 Ed Boyd moved that the same slate of
 Officers be reinstated as our 1995
 executive. Seconded by L.E. Stewart.
 Carried.

 Vince Westacott volunteered to take over
 the hospital visitations from Bob Hidson
 who has done a wonderful job.

 Members of the Executive for 1995

 President - Waliy Ross
 Vice President - Lee Ahlstrom
 Secretary - Lem. Mundorf
 Treasurer - Barney Olson

Executive Members:

Bill Shaw, Paul Cote, Glenn Jones,
lan Edwards, Vince Westacott, and
Rolie Castagner. Militia unit: LCol
Bill Bewick, Hon Col. R.W. Chapman,
H. LCol. R.S. Matheson.

The meeting was adjourned at 1556.

Respectfully submitted,

Lem. Mundorf
Secretary

Regiment's 80th Birthday Cake, Gordon
Armstrong & HLCol (20 Fd Regt RCA)
Frank Kozar wielding the knife: 21
January 1995, Annual General Meeting
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THE EDITOR'S PAGE

             Barney Olson

It is with deep regret that I advise you of
the death of Barney Olson on July 31,
1995. Barney had been a good friend to
many of you over the years. Joining our
Regiment and going overseas in 1939,
he spent a great many months in Sicily
and Italy as Pay Sergeant. He knew ail
your regimental numbers. Leaving our
Active battalion in 1944 he returned to
Canada and eventually civilian life.

Barney served for 37 years on your
Edmonton Branch executive; the last 19
he was also Editor. It is one measure of
the very major contribution he made to
our Association that it took three of us to
replace him: Glenn Jones as Treasurer,
Ed Boyd as Membership Chairman (dull
thankless jobs) and myself as Editor (lots
of work but lots of fun, too).

As Treasurer Barney kept the Edmonton
executive down to earth with well placed
remarks such as "where will the money
come from?" or "who's going to pay for
this?". Barney took his role seriously, just
as a Paymaster should. The worst that
one could say about him is that he was
sometimes "crusty", but better an honest
hard worker than someone with flights of
fancy, here today and gone tomorrow.

He knew all your numbers and knew all
the old faces. Over the six long years
and 50 short years he felt a great kinship
towards members of his Regiment.
Putting together the Last Post column
each year was, indeed, painful for him.

                    lan G. Edwards, Editor

     Your New Boy on the Block

It seems a long time since I first became
a Loyal Eddie. I was still in diapers when
many of you were at Ortona. My earliest
recollection of anything was Winnipeg's
VE Day parade.

I joined the Regiment in 1959 and was
tutored by old soldiers (most must have
then been approaching 40!) like my first
CSM, Wally McVee, first Pl.Commander
Jack Boddington, first Company
Commander Keith Wakefied, and Lt. Col
Gordon Armstrong as CO, With people
like these, it's no wonder the Regiment
became a family that I've felt a part of for
over 35 years.

         My Marching Orders

The only mandate I was given was "don't
change the cover for any new fancy
design". Agreed. At least not this year. I
have, however, made one small change
to the cover. I'll let you find it. "Find
Waldo"? No, find Lestock and look up.
That's the only clue I'll give to this year's
cover change.

       Wandering Boy Column

Due to the transfer from Barney to the
"Gang of Three" (Jones, Boyd, Edwards)
there is no Wandering Boy featured this
year. We (mostly "I") didn't have any
notes to collect from your doings this
past year. A special effort will be made
to resume this popular feature for next
years' edition. See the renewal sheet
enclosed with your Fort/Miner.
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THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT (4PPCU)

This past year has been one of the most
eventful that the unit has seen in recent
years. With the fighting in the former
Yugoslavia and Canada's increased
peacekeeping commitments, the need
for reservists has skyrocketed.

18 Loyal Eddies served with either
Operation  Harmony  (Croatia)  or
Operation  Cavalier  (Bosnia-
Herzegovinia). Our soldiers returned in
December of 1994. Sgt. Duane KEein had
a few run-ins with the opposing forces.
While on patrol he was confronted with
opposing forces trying to limit his access
to patrol tracks. Klein has never been
known to take no for an answer, and he
didn't this time either.

The Loyal Eddies in UNPROFOR
represented the Regiment well and
helped to increase our good reputation
with the Regular Force.

Presently 10 soldiers are attached with
the Regular Force for the remainder of
1995. Initially to augment the next
Yugoslavia rotations, these soldiers are
now training  with  various  units
throughout 1st Canadian Mobile Brigade
Group (1CMBG) due to the cancellation
of Op Harmony and Op Cavalier.

in the past year, the Regiment has seen
increased public interest in what the
forces are doing. This has meant that the
Regiment has increased its publicity.
Operation Public Eye saw the Regiment
rappel off the Roller Coaster in West
Edmonton Mall.

             Prepared by Lt. Kevin Weidiieh

There are some new editions to the unit
to both the Officer and NCO corps. Capt.
Randy Carlson transferred from the
PPCLI. Capt. Carlson is now a law
student at the University of Alberta. Lt.
Chris Jordan transferred from The
Cameron  Highlanders  of  Ottawa.
Originally with The Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders in Great Britain, Lt. Jordan
emigrated to Canada. He is presently
Persona! Aide (PA) to the Deputy
Commander Land Forces Western Area
(LFWA). Another law student is new to
the Officer corps. Lt. Nick Weigelt has
transferred from The Royal Westminster
Regiment.

MCpl. Timothy Nathan is new to the
NCO corps. Originally from the RCR,
Mcpi Nathan has joined the Reserves
after serving in 3 Commando of The
Canadian Airborne Regiment.

33 New recruits are in the unit this year
and a further 21 soldiers are doing basic
training in both Wainwright and Shilo.
The Regiment is experiencing some
significant growth in recent years.

The regimental ties are spreading
throughout the area. In addition to the
normal Class A officers, we have several
soldiers that have transferred to the
Regular Force. As well, Loyal Eddies are
serving in full time positions at LFWA,
the Canadian Forces Recruiting Centre
and even with the Skyhawks - the
Canadian  Armed   Forces  premier
skydiving team'

12



OPERATION PUBLIC EYE

Demonstrating weapons to the public at WEM. 2 x C9 and 1 x C7 are on display: demo'd by Cpl.
Antoniuk, Lt. Weidlich and Lt. Chodan.

"You press the little valve down, and the music goes round 'n round. And it comes out here".



OPERATION PUBLIC EYE

Coming down WEM's roller coaster ride "Mindbender" - the direct route.

  MCpi. Knot and Sgt. Tayior at West Edmonton Mali.
Rapellers in Full Fighting Order with C7 and rappel gear.



           "You didn't bring the beer, Master Corporal?" "No, Sergeant". "No beer! Geeze,
                  it's going to be a long, hot and dry afternoon here in Wainwright."

"So, we will commit three companies to the attack, with B Company on the right, C Company in the
centre, and D Company on the left ...."



THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT
   VERSUS THE SCOTS GUARDS

For the second time in as many years,
Edmonton's Reserve Army unit, The
Loyal  Edmonton  Regiment  has
participated in a military exercise with
the British Army's Scots Guards.

In the fall of 1993, the 2nd Battalion,
Scots Guards contacted the Loyal
Eddies and invited us to participate as
their "Enemy force". Eddies patrolled
against the Brits and successfully
captured POW's and harassed their
exercise enemy. The exercise was so
successful that the 1st Battalion Scots
Guards again invited us to participate.

Again it was a success for both
 regiments. Soldiers, both Canadian and
 British, learned some of the methods of
 a foreign army and saw first hand some
 of the different equipment
 that both armies use. The difference in
 tactics and techniques was also
 beneficial for both sides to witness.

 Lt. Greg Moorehead was the commander
 of the Loyal Eddie platoon that split into
 patrol detachments with the mission to
 harass the enemy and defend various
 locations throughout the weekend
 exercise. Typical of all ranks of the
 Eddies, Lt. Moorehead is a student at
 the University of Alberta. Corporal
 Brendon Yuill is also a student - at NAIT.
 "Leaving our regular week's routine of
 school and /or civilian employment for
 this and similar exercises is a great
 chance to improve our skills as both
 soldiers and leaders".

                      By Lt. Kevin Weidlich

The  exercise was  an  excellent
opportunity to see how the Eddies' skills
in patrolling, raids and defensive
operations measured up. Satisfied that
they did a job well done, they returned
to their regular employment the day after
their return on Thanksgiving Day, 1995.

The Scots Guards is a British Army
Regular regiment that dates back to
1660 and has seen service in nearly
every major British action including the
Falkland Islands campaign. They are
also on of the elite units guarding
 Buckingham Palace.

Adapted from an article in Sealandair, 26
 October 1955.

An unidentified member of the L Edmn R "enemy
force" on patrol.
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LOYAL EDDIES IN FORMER YUGOSLAVIA

This past year many of our troops
returned from Yugoslavia. The Eddies
continue to demonstrate that we have
the ideal mix of elan and professionalism
required of us. Sgt. Klein is an example.
The following is some anecdotes from
their tour.

Sergeant Klein functioned as the entire
mobile reserve for his Yugo company
(well, him and his driver anyway). B
Company had 12 Observation Posts to
look after, which is a handful for 9
sections. Therefore, Sgt. Klein was given
the task of mobile patrolling in his Ilitis
and performed the job excellently all on
his own. Lt. Chodan had no hesitation in
putting his life in his hands as his
passenger one day and watching his
interesting technique of running a
Muslim police roadblock by using an
abandoned logging road to sneak up
behind them and telling his driver (yet
another Loyal Eddy) "Okay Bill, let off the
gas and put in the clutch so we sound
like we're stopping, and when you see
me wave hello, step on it!" Keep in mind
that this is the same roadblock that had
threatened to kill Sgt. Klein when he first
discovered them. Klein is only alive to
talk about it due to the timely arrival of
some Forward Air Controllers and their
pet American A-10 Thunderbolt ground
attack aircraft.

 Master Corporal Lizotte spent his time
 perfecting the art of drawing a bead on
 local belligerents at night using an
 infrared laser aim pointer and night
vision goggles. The locals had nothing

         Material supplied by Lt. K.J. Weidlich
                        and Lt. C. Chodan

sophisticated enough to allow them to
see his aiming laser reflecting off them.
Lizotte was also a good sounding board
for whether an idea was brilliant or
"really stupid, sir".

Corporals Yuill and Weninger mastered
the arts of being company signalmen
and of driving each other crazy. They
continue to improve today.

Master Corporal Kott cost Lt. Chodan
more money in one night on leave in
London than he spent on the entire rest
of the tour. Oh, and he also did an
excellent job of soldering, like he always
does. Kott was one of the guys in the
company that the rest of the soldiers
(Patricia and Eddy alike) looked up to
and were glad to have in their unit,

Meanwhile Sergeant Gullion and the rest
of the boys were busy in Croatia. Quite
frankly, they had a rotten time finding
buried mines (tragically, on several
occasions, the hard way) and building
Observation Posts where the local
belligerents thought it could not be
done. This, in Heavy Flak Vests and
Helmets in 40 Degree Celsius heat and
humidity.



 LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT
MUSEUM FOUNDATION REPORT

At long last construction on the Loyal
Edmonton Regiment Museum has
commenced. Work parties led by Capt.
Chris Atkin have ripped up the old floors
in the east and southeast sides of the
Prince of Wales Armoury where the
Museum will be located and new
hardwood floors to replace those from
1919 are being installed.

We are currently negotiating the
Operating Agreement with the City of
Edmonton to use the space and have
launched a number of grant applications
to the City and to the Province for
funding to assist in construction. These
grants will enable us to pay the costs of
the new flooring and some of the internal
walls, cabinets, lighting, security, heating
 and air conditioning. Although these
 grants will go a long way towards getting
 us started, more funding is required and
 we will be finalizing a budget once we
 have determined how much money we
 will be able to get through the grants.

 Artifacts continue to come into the
 Museum, and over the past twelve
 months, we have received a number of
 firearms, uniforms, books, newspaper
 articles and other archival material. It is
 critical that this type of material be
 donated so that we can trace our history
 through live action accounts, pictures
 and personal stories.    A weapon
 donated to the Museum is fine but
 unless we have the history behind it, it is
 just another weapon which we could
 have bought from a firearms dealer. The
 story from the veteran makes the firearm
 or other artifact come alive and gives us
 the detail which will interest visitors and

which will help preserve our history for
future generations.    The Operating
Agreement with the City will provide that
the City will maintain all archival material
at no cost to the Foundation. This will
enable us to better preserve the
documentary type of materials, pictures,
diaries and the like which are so vital to
keeping our story alive.

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Museum
Foundation Executive consists of the
following:

Director                  Lee Ahlstrom
Deputy Director      Capt. Chris Atkin
Senior Curator Capt.      Terry Allison
Curator of Historical Firearms

                     Warren Wheatfield
 Edmonton Association Representative

                        Keith Wakefield
 B.C. Association Representative

                         Ken McKenzie
 Treasurer            CWO Cliff Milley
 Secretary                Ed McLean
 Commanding  Officer,  The  Loyal
 Edmonton Regiment LCol. Bill Bewick

 In addition we have formed several
 sub-committees and these are headed
 up by the following:
 Grants from the City

                         Keith Wakefield
 Grants  from   Provincial/Federal
 Government        Capt. Chris Atkin
 Museum Development Capt. Chris Atkin
 Operating Lease Agreement

                    Keith Wakefield and
                        Capt.Chris Atkin

 Museum Inventory       Terry Allison
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The Museum Foundation has received a
request for information on Lt. Lawrence
Sherman. He was killed on May 23,
1944 at the Hitler Line. Although Capt.
Atkin spoke to a number of veterans at
the Grande Prairie Reunion about Lt.
Sherman, no-one seems to remember
him. We also received a request from
Pte. Whitford's brother looking for
information on the names and number of
Loyal Eddies who may have served in
North Africa. Pte. Whitford's brother was
wondering if these men are eligible for
the African Star.  If anyone has any
information on Lt. Sherman or the men
who served in North Africa, please write

to the Museum Foundation. Your help in
these matters would  be greatly
appreciated.

Any donations will be received and
acknowledged and we look forward to
your advice as well as to any other
assistance which you can provide.
Please send any donations or other
information to The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment Museum Foundation, P.O. Box
12086, Edmonton, Alberta, T5J 3L2, If
you have any artifacts to donate, please
telephone Lee Ahlstrom at 464 7477
(business) or 467 4317 (residence) or
Capt. Chris Atkin at 493 2349 (business).
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OUR ALLIED REGIMENT

Our Alliance with  The Queen's
Lancashire Regiment dates back to 1933
when The Loyal Regiment (North
Lancashire)  and  The  Edmonton
Regiment were linked by the publication
of (Canadian) General Order 104/1933.

The union had been fostered by Billy
Griesbach, who was then our Honorary
Colonel, and Brig. Gen. John B. Wells,
then the Loyals' Colonel of The
Regiment. I am not sure what prior
connection between the two men
precipitated the union, but it has been
one that has endured and grown richer
over the years.

The Loyal Regiment (North Lancashire)
was amalgamated with The Lancashire
Regiment (Prince of Wales's Volunteers)
in 1970 to form The Queen's Lancashire-
Regiment, and the alliance with "our
cousins across the pond" continued.

Today the QLR has its Regimental
Headquarters at Fulwood Barracks in
Preston, Lancashire, and consists of two
battalions:

               Prepared by lan G. Edwards

First Battalion - a Regular Infantry unit
Fourth (Volunteer) Battalion - a Territorial

  Army Infantry unit

The First Battalion has returned from
Berlin, where it had been stationed in
recent years, to Tidworth its normal
home posting. During 1994-95 sub
components of the Battalion trained in
Belize (that's in Central America - just to
save you reaching for an atlas), the
Arabian desert in Oman, in Cyprus, while
the whole Battalion was in Wainwright,
Alberta during the last week of July and
throughout August this year.

The Fourth Battalion has its Battalion
Headquarter, HQ Company, and Mortar
Platoon at Kimberley Barracks in
Preston, with companies at Blackburn,
Blackpool, Bury, and its MG Platoon at
Bolton. Soldiers are volunteers, giving of
their spare time in a very similar fashion
to members of our own current Militia
battalion.

'Wait/or it ... wait for it!"
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HOLLAND - FIFTY YEARS ON

Late in January, 1995, I got a telephone
call from John Dougan, President of our
B.C. branch, and the next day another
call from my old but long unseen and
unheard friend Wally Ross, from
Edmonton. I had been nominated to
represent The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
at the Celebrations of the 50th
Anniversary of the liberation of Holland.
I was both honoured and delighted and
wondered where the devil my old beret
and hat badge were and whether the
drycleaners could get my Regimental tie
in shape.

The "official" correspondence began to
descend like the winter snows that still
covered  Saskatoon;  passport
application; medical clearance and
questionnaire (a delicate but searching
probe for 70 + year old "crocks" who
"should be able to walk 100 metres"); a
kind and informative letter from MGen
Bill Hewson, Colonel of the Regiment;
and  several  missives  from  the
Department of Veteran's Affairs (DVA)
dealing with such interesting matters as
the 12 day program and our allowances.
The latter were unexpectedly generous
("A hell of a lot better than our month's
pay was in 1945", said one footslogger)
and I doubt if any of us needed to spend
all of them.

The Official delegation was some 181
members,  and  included
parliamentarians, a "Youth Delegation",
conducting and medical personnel of
DVA, media, a number of special
representatives  (for example the
charming      ^cGiiiivray of the "Red

               Prepared by Keith MacGregor

Cross Corps") and representatives from
all the regiments and branches of the
three armed services who had fought in
or over Holland. Forty-eight of us went
via Britain with a night in dear old
Brighton, the unlucky remainder flying
direct from Toronto to Amsterdam.
Clutching our bags containing the
recommended parade dress of berets,
blazers, flannels and medals, and
carrying the recommended umbrellas
and sweaters ("for evening wear") we
converged on Pearson Airport, Toronto,
in the sunny, early evening of 29 April.

That night most of us met our
roommates for the first time at the Airport
Hilton, Mine was a very old friend, David
Fairweather, past Colonel of the Seaforth
Highlanders of Canada, whom I had
known for 50 years. We recalled old
friends and discussed such ancient and
far off things as battles, LOB, and the
best way of making "steam". Before
leaving in our big jet the next morning,
DVA held a pleasant "Meet and Greet"
reception, where a number of us were
able to entertain Toronto friends.

After a long restless flight (but a hell of a
lot better than the rattling Service Corps
3 tonners that took us from the
Reichwald to the Ijsse! River crossing)
we flew into the morning west of Ireland
and landed at Heathrow.

British Customs and Immigration looked
curiously at our special "Pilgrimage
Passports",  stamped  them  and
shepherded us through a gate where
DVA guides helped us drag our luggage
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to our big comfortable Mercedes bus.
 Down the rather uninteresting M23
 motorway, under repair of course, and
 around a number of much nicer green
 and leafy detours, we finally saw the
shining sea. Past the long white Brighton
 Pier, we ran along with the pebbled
beach on our left and the charming
Georgian/Victorian "Front" on our right,
up to the "Queen's Hotel", bedecked with
Canadian flags and a hugh welcome
sign.

Coffee and cakes and wide smiles
awaited us while we looked at a
museum display of wartime Canadiana,
lovingly arranged by the local Historical
Society and the British Legion. Then we
drifted out into the streets and byways of
this beautiful and bustling city, cameras
at the ready, eyes up. With a sharp
watch for an  attractive or well
remembered pub, most of us built lunch
around a nostalgic "pint o' bitters" and
something with chips - good old
England! Those of us not clasped to the
bosoms of old friends had time for a
walk along the pier and a quick look at
"Prinny's Palace", that astonishing group
of 19th Century pleasure domes built by
the Prince Regent. In the evening we
had a good old "pub singsong" hosted
by the local Legion in the hotel
basement, complete with a cockney
"Pearly King".

Back into our #1 bus next morning
(busses 2 to 4 waited in Amsterdam for
those arriving directly) our two good
humoured DVA sheep dogs, a cheerful
nurse and a more serious lady doctor,
chiwied us onto the road at 9:00 AM.
These four handled the long
undisciplined veterans and their various
cramps and crochets, with an unfailing
courtesy and good humour that

 contributed greatly to the pleasure of our
 trip (Hey, we had two Generals, two
 RSMs and a Senator in the bus, just for
 starters). Just before pulling into the
 Dover Ferry terminal at noon, we passed
the new "Chunnel" entrance and slowed
 down to look at one of the immense
 "burrowing tools" that chewed out the
 long undersea hole.

On board, in beautiful sunny weather
and smooth seas (than heavens) we
took a second crack at Duty Free
shopping (the first at Toronto), changed
some money into Dutch Guilders and
found beer and sandwiches more
affordable  than  the  seemingly
extravagant costs of a "sit down" meal. I
think most of us were astonished at the
prices in restaurants, running well over
twice the cost of such meals in Canada -
 and so while I'm on the subject, other

prices were generally well up to or over
Canadian prices, except for iocai
artifacts (such as Delft Pottery in
Holland). We pulled smoothly off the
Ferry  at  Calais,   untroubled  by
immigration since, once inside any
European Union country, you are "home
free" moving to any other. Then we
rolled pleasantly eastward through the
interesting and varied countryside of
France, Belgium and finally Holland.

Our bus group stayed at the charming
and friendly Hotel Bloemink, located on
the outskirts of Apeldoorn opposite a
Royal Palace and adjacent to the
beautiful forested Crown estates. We
arrived rather late, but were cheered by
the brightly lit welcoming decorations
and the promise of a delicious, Dutch
hosted, buffet (saving us another chunk
of expense advances). Our rooms were
spacious and comfortable; each had a
"trousers press" that worked beautifully
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and should be introduced into Canada
(but then, who presses jeans?) With a
little twiddling one could even get
English radio and TV, if one ever had
time for such things. Little did we know
that the first night that we had covered a
mere 600 km of the 3000 km plus we
were to spin away on our huge Michelin
tires.

Inspired by the well deserved reputation
of our regiments for setting proper
examples to the other regiments, Dave
and I rose early each morning and
walked briskly. We were rewarded by the
sight of dozens of blocks of neat Dutch
homes and gardens, strung with bunting
and small Canadian and Dutch flags.
These decorations reached into the
farthest corners of Apeldoorn, places
where it was most unlikely Canadians
would see them. The Dutch made it very
clear that Canadians were welcome and
were honoured participants in the long
Dutch struggle for freedom so many
years ago. Back at the fabulous
breakfast buffet, just perceptibly smug,
we commenced the delightful process of
adding five pounds in the next ten days.
incidentally, we once passed a real
estate office with window advertising.
Apeldoorn housing runs from 180,000
guilders (a guilder at $0.93) for a condo
to up to 500,000 guilders for a pleasant
"family" house on a largish lot -
Vancouver prices.

Next morning, smartly dressed in our
berets, blazers and medals for the first
time, we drove some 30 klicks to join the
other three busloads of our delegation,
at a      and         Park Hotei "De
Branding",             and

         we        a       from the
higher DVA bureaucracy. We
disappointed with      who no doubt

did a brilliant job of organizing the tour,
but who came front and centre at several
receptions    to reply, smugly and
complacently,  to  the  heartfelt
complements and deep gratitude of the
Dutch to their Canadian liberators. Those
of us who fought in Holland realized that
many Dutch worked long and bravely, in
very dangerous circumstances, for their
own liberation. Surely these speakers
should have congratulated and praised
the Dutch for their substantial part in our
joint efforts to destroy Naziism. Having
said this of the bureaucrats, the
Secretary of State for Veterans Affairs
(obviously a "Knife") Lawrence Macula,
spoke appropriately and with feeling at
the cemeteries.

After our briefing the whole delegation
bussed out to the Arnhem War
Cemetery, gathered in informal but
reverent groups and watched the
impressive ceremony performed by the
"Canada Remembers Guard". From all
Services, including the Reserves, this
group of some fifty servicemen and
women, provided the Colour Parties, the
ceremonial guard and the cenotaph
sentries (arms reversed,  perfectly
motionless). The Canadian Forces and
National flags were carried on and,
welcome to many old soldiers, the Red
Ensign under which we fought the
Second World War, The Arnhem
ceremony,  except for  differing
attendance and wreath layers, was the
model for the other cemetery
ceremonies. The Guard, fallen in before
we arrived, came to attention while the
excellent RCAF bugler played Last Post.

     two minutes silence, the Pipe Major
of The         and Kent Scottish

                 the Highland Lament
which the bugter foliowed with Reveille.
Prayers     then led by both Principal
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Chaplains, followed by an "Act of
Remembrance" that differed from place
to place. Appropriate addresses were
made by Dutch and/or Canadian
dignitaries and wreaths were laid as
prearranged. The Guard fell out and
departed, frequently for the next
cemetery to be visited, while we "official
delegates" and usually a number of
Canadians who had travelled to Holland
under their own arrangements, walked
thoughtfully over the immaculate lawns
along the lines of beautifully kept graves.
At Arnhem there were 33 Canadians, 7
from the Army, and to the best of my
knowledge, none from The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment.

After another excellent lunch back at
Oosterbeek, again courtesy of our Dutch
hosts, the delegation split up in three
groups for Groningen and Westerbork.
Mine went to a Memorial Park near
Groningen, where our English bus driver
excelled himself by maneuvering his
giant Mercedes through a gap with three
inches to spare, to save the "old crocks"
a 500 metre walk. The RCAF Band and
a detachment of the Ceremonial Guard
performed smartly, and the ceremony
finished with the planting of a Canadian
Maple to mark the 50th anniversary of
Dutch liberation. Some fifty metres away
a flock of Canada Geese looked on with
obvious approval. After a pleasant Dutch
hosted dinner near Nijmegen (where I
spent an unhappy week recovering from
a reaction to anti-gasgangrene serum in
1945) we returned to Apeldoorn across
the mighty and barge filled Rhine river,
the unreachable terminal of Monty's
great Airborne effort, Operation "Market
Garden". We got back to a cool beer at
the Bloemink sometime at 9:00 PM.

Next morning, 4 May, we went to the

beautiful Canadian War Cemetery at
Holten (1343 of a total of 1347
Canadians were Army, with at least one
LER) between Almelo (where we trained
for the "Berlin Brigade") and Zutphen
(near where we "buffalo'ed" across the
Ijssel River). There were some 2,000
Canadians, who had travelled privately
from Canada, and hundreds of their
Dutch hosts in attendance. A large choir
of Dutch schoolchildren, who every year
on this date place flowers on each
grave, were led by the RCAF Band in
song. It was a gorgeous sunny day and
after the ceremonies, the large crowd,
with many old friends meeting and
talking of old times, walked slowly
among the immaculate graves, laying
more wreaths and flowers for old
comrades.

After a "box lunch" the complete
delegation made an unscheduled visit to
the Dutch army barracks where the
"Canada Remembers" Guard was
accommodated. In a lovely forested
setting (I bet the Dutch troops
complained about being in "the
boonies")  it was attractive and
supermodern. Received by our troops in
a large gymnasium, plied with Amstel
and snacks, we were introduced to the
commander (Col John Gardam) and
such stars as the Pipe Major and Guard
Warrant Officers. Pte. Suiz of The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment, a Reservist called
out for the second time (last year he
went to Italy) looked after me royally.
Finally, back in Apeldoorn in the cool of
early evening, we sat outside and had a
light supper and a glass, while watching
the passing parade of cyclists, walkers
and noticeably new and expensive cars.
Next morning, 5 May, sharp at 9:00 AM,
our big Mercedes hauled out south
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New Guard & Old Guard; Suiz & MacGregor

through Arnhem and Nijmegen, across
the great Rhine rivers, to a small
Provincial town call Mill. We debussed
on the main street and were formed up
in a most unmilitary way, by our friendly
DVA sheep dogs.

"Could we have you four abreast, please,
pointing down the street. Those who
would prefer not to march, about a
kilometre, climb on bus #4 for a ride to
the ceremony."

When we had settled down a local Dutch
band moved into place and, in a way to
give our two RSMs a fit, we started off,
picked up the step, and then moved
quite smartly between the ranks of
cheering and flag waving citizens to the
town park. Here we clumped to a halt
(rather than march over the band), faced
the speakers and stood at ease as if we
had rehearsed it.

The ceremony, in Dutch and Canadian,
dedicated a memorial to Holland's
liberation by Canadian troops. Most of

us had only seen pictures of the beast,
but there it was, up on a concrete plinth
in new colours - the deturreted Canadian
Ram tank, our very own Kangaroo!
Apparently Mill, liberated early on, had
helped produce numbers of them which
were never to see battle, the last act in
Canada's ill-starred attempt to produce
a Canadian tank - World War ii's
equivalent to World War I's Ross Rifle.
After handing out Canada Flag pins to
small fry in the crowd, we marched back
rather more smartly, through the waiving
Dutch, to embus for lunch in Nijmegen
(again courtesy of the Dutch).

After lunch we were off to another
marching engagement in Wagningen on
the North Rhine, this time to dedicate a
memorial attached to the town hall (or
possibly the Guildhall). The march,
which was quite smartly executed, was
only about 500 metres and ended short
or our intended location, which was filled
by smiling and cheering Dutch. Most of
us were unable to see the main actors,
but we came smartly to attention and
saluted during the playing of the two
anthems and then, when it was apparent
the ceremonies were all over, we simply
drifted out of the ranks to rubberneck. I
said a little prayer that my old RSM
would be comforted and cease spinning
in his grave.

The Dutch celebrate the 5th of May as
their official "Liberation Day", and the
occasion was being marked that evening
by the "Royal Apeldoorn Taptoe" in the
presence of our own Dutch Princess
Margriet, born in Ottawa in 1943. There
were four Canadian bands: RCAF, the
"Teen Tour" band of Burlington, ON;
both the Pipes and Drums and the
Military Band of The 48th Highlanders of
Canada. The Dutch had three bands,
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including a long established "48th
Highlanders of Holland Pipes and
Drums", which bore tribute to the
influence of the 48th in 1945. The USA
had their 215th Army Band. A colourful
and cheerful crowd of about 10,000
converged on bleachers around the
beautiful grassed playing fields of one of
the Crown estates, about 500 metres
from the Bloemink. As the evening faded
into a warm night, the bands performed
manoeuvres and music with skill and
elan. We were all very impressed by the
Burlington youngsters.

At 9:00 AM, 6 May, we embussed for the
largest Canadian War Cemetery in
Holland,  at Groesbeek (of 2338
Canadians buried there, 2194 are army.)
We had all received formal written
invitations to the largest Canadian
ceremonies of the Pilgrimage, which
were to be conducted in the presence of
Prime Minister Chretien (en-route to
Moscow), Princess Margriet, the Dutch
and  Canadian  Chiefs of Staff,
excellencies,  lords,  ladies  and
gentlemen. Seated on many rows of
benches in the brilliant sunshine, with
our official delegation convenient to the
wreathes to be laid (one for each
 Regiment, Service and official group),
were 2000+ Canadians and their Dutch
 hosts. There was much visiting and
 animated conversation with old and
 seldom seen friends while we waited for
the official party. Our hard working DVA
 guides lugged large boxes of cold
 bottled water to the bench areas, where
they distributed it to the hot and thirsty
 crowds.

 The PM, Princess, and their large
 entourage arrived with their motorcade,
 took their seats and the usual order of
 ceremonies commenced. Conducted at

the foot of the soaring Cross of Sacrifice,
itself raised on a wide, five stepped
platform, the solemn, beautiful and
colourful ceremonies touched all of us.
First the Princess and then the PM laid
wreaths, the PM speaking with obvious
sincerity of the occasion. Then the rest
of us, in a seemingly endless line, were
called forward to lay wreaths for our
Regiments and groups. Because of one
of those seemingly inevitable mix-ups
(the equivalent to the wartime SNAFU) I
laid  the  wreath  for  the  Royal
Newfoundland Artillery. Another veteran
later told me he had been proud to lay
the wreath for The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment. All veterans were asked to
form up four abreast for a "March Past"
the PM and Princess, and we made a
stab at it. But many of us had graves
and old comrades to visit or were with
wives and famiises and had not received
the word to-form up. in the crowds and
confusion it took a long time to get
under way. By the time we reached the
viewing area, the PM and Princess had
been forced to leave to meet other
engagements. We simply marched on to
the area where we could see our busses
and dismissed by individuals "on the
 march". We were getting rather good at
these ad  hoc drill  movements.
 Unfortunately the marchers had not had
time to visit the graves of their
 regiments, but we were promised
 another chance later. We lunched near
the Cemetery in a number of large and
 colourful marquees joined into one long
 giant buffet, where the fare was delicious
 and calorific finger food. Once again
there were excellent box lunches in the
 bus.

 Then it was North again, past the large
 flower arrangements of the Canadian
 Flag in Nijmegen, over the great high
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Groesbeek Cemetery, 6 May 1995

bridge across the busy North Rhine at
Arnhem, pastZutphen and Deventerand
finally, growling into low gear, into
crowded Nijverdal. We left our busses
and fell in promptly and stepped off
smartly in the indicated direction
(occasionally corrected by a flustered
DVA guide) until we were blocked to a
halt by the crowds. As usual we turned
individually to face the action and stood
easy. After the simple ceremony of
dedicating a memorial, we "fell out" on
the sharp command of some good
soldier tired of shambling drill. A number
of highly athletic song and dance teams,
including some tiny tot tumblers, then
moved into the square, as a giant
Canadian Flag came down from a
balcony, and we were treated to a
colourful and energetic song and dance
for the last half hour. This was followed
by a number of cheerful and inventive
marching groups and floats, on the
theme of welcome Canadians. We all

          happily while
     from the gaily          kiosks that

ringed the square.

My annotated program says "Dinner in
Nijverda!" but at this stage activities were
beginning to merge into one long
continuous blur. It must have been the
time when, lead by some cheerful
Dutchmen and following like the children
of Hamelin, we wound our happy way
through the streets to the "Canadian
Cafe". Here we surrendered tickets for a
delicious choice of dishes and more of
the very welcome light Dutch beer. I
remember giving one of our veteran
nursing sisters, who had married a
Campbell, a sharp lesson in Scottish
Highland history (before I saw "Rob Roy"
and learned that the Duke of Argyll, a
Campbell, was a "good guy".) Most of us
would have been content to spend the
rest of the evening arguing and talking in
this cool and pleasant haven, but our
energetic DVA sheep dogs somehow
bustied us onto the busses for home.

      an interesting day!
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During the night we had heard some
subdued banging and shouting, and
when we went for our morning
constitutional, early on Sunday, 7 May,
we found long lines of high bleachers
had been erected along the road in front
of the Bloemink Hotel. As far as we
could see, they ran in front of every
public building all the way to downtown.
Today was the day of our big Apeldoorn
parade, and all who might suffer from
two hours in the hot sun while forming
up and marching some two kilometres
were warned to ride on one of the many
parade vehicles. Because of the time
needed to gather other Canadians,
including the "Canada Remembers"
troops, the Bloemink busload were free
until lunch. As usual whenever we were
free, the shops were all closed and we
had to postpone souvenir buying in
favour of reading and lesser pursuits.

The official delegation lunched at the
Bloemink and then marched across the
street to a long tree lined road on which
we were to form up. I kept my eye on
my favourite spot, centre rank about half
a dozen back from the Colour Party; the
front file, now firm partners in leading the
rabble, had begun to exercise some
useful direction and none of us wanted
to interfere with this benign influence.
We were grateful for the leafy shade as
it took an hour to form up: old wartime
vehicles were inserted into the column
as were modern ambulances; bands
were placed in position; Colour Parties
and our uniformed troops were placed;
the halt and the lame were assigned to
Dutch military vehicles and wedged into
line. Finally, and so suddenly I had to
nip into place, the line came to attention
and moved off. I noticed that the parade
was well covered by TV and I believe it
was widely seen in Canada.

We were told some 200,000 Dutch
citizens lined the route and occupied the
bleachers, and all of us can attest that
they smiled and cheered and waived
little Dutch and Canadian flags with great
enthusiasm. From my safe position of
irresponsibility, I was unable to see what
caused so many halts and starts and,
like most of us, I didn't care. While we
were halted the Dutch came out and
talked with us and shook our hands
while we gave out our Canadian Flag
pins to the kids. Several pleasant Dutch
matrons, who might have known us 50
years earlier, came out and bestowed
warm hugs on cheerful recipients. Slowly
we moved towards the town square,
melting in our hot blazers and flannels,
and doing our best to imitate the
soldiers we were 50 years earlier.

After the ceremonies and we had been
smartly fallen out (thanks to acting in
unison with the "Canada Remembers"
Guard) the Bloemink Hotel group walked
back through the thinning crowds of
smiling and hospitable Dutch. I don't
think any of us reached the hotel without
enjoying some Dutch hospitality, David
and I and three others were literally
shanghai'ed by a Dutch rugby team and
paraded in triumph to their barbecue
site, where we were photographed,
congratulated, thanked, plied with
barbecue tid bits, and cooled with the
delicious Dutch beer.

VE Day dawned bright and clear and
after morning coffee, we got aboard old
#1 and headed out for Oosterbeek, the
site of the Airborne Museum, just west of
Arnhem. The Museum was very
impressive, composed of life sized
dioramas of all the dramatic situations,
with a giant scale model of the great
Airborne battlefield, keyed to light the
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 areas referred to in a recorded
 commentary. We spent an interesting
 hour peering at the once familiar
 weapons, vehicles and uniforms, and
 remembering something of long past
 battles in the tense faces and postures
 of the realistic models.

 The usual excellent buffet lunch had
 been laid on by our Dutch hosts at a
 nearby hostelry. Sitting at random at one
of the tables, i found myself joined by a
Canadian in a neat business suit and felt
obliged to initiate the usual polite
conversation.

"What wonderful weather we're having,
seven lovely days in a row. Where do
you hail from in Canada? Been in
Holland very long? What have you been
doing over here for eight months? I'm
delighted to meet your Excellency, do
you have your family with you in the
Hague?"  Mr.  Michael  Bell,  our
Ambassador to the Netherlands proved
to be a charming lunch companion and
seemed very interested in each of the
veterans at the table. We told him some
of our best war stories with becoming
modesty.

Back in our busses we headed
Northwest through  Utrecht to
Amsterdam, where we lost ourselves in
the crowded downtown streets. We twice
passed the great Rijksmuseum, which
houses Rembrandt's famous "Night
Watch", before we found our way to our
comfortably appointed canal boats and
embarked. Our guide was a good
humoured young lady with an attractive
accent and an encyclopedic knowledge,
in the next hour or so we saw a good
deal of distinctive Dutch 18th and 19th
Century architecture and learned how
the city was shaped by its mercantile

 and naval history.

 At about 5 o'clock our bus whisked us to
 an outlying dock where one of our
 newest frigates was moored, HMCS
 Ontario, dressed overall. Most of us
 remembered to salute as we stepped on
 board and joined the animated crowd on
the afterdeck. Crew members took us in
charge, saw we had a good sized drink
 (presumably "Duty Free"), showed us
around and told us, with evident pride,
all about their 4750 tonne, 135
metre supership. We rubbed shoulders
with high ranking military and diplomatic
staffs, and speculated about those piped
aboard at intervals. Our own CDS, John
de Chasteiain (my 2 PPCL! intelligence
officer at Griesbach Barracks in 1963)
made a friendly round, introducing us to
the Dutch and NATO guests of the
Canadian Ambassador (our lunch time
acquaintance, who was our official host).
We dined upon a wonderful variety of
hot hors d'oeuvres and generous roast
beef buns, carved to order by full rigged
chefs and washed down with virtually
anything one cared to name. It was a
splendid celebratory finish to VE Day,
1995. Well, perhaps not quite, for we still
had that 100 km ride back to Apeldoorn
in the fading light.

Next morning, 9 May, we embussed at
8:45 for the long drive to ceremonies at
the Canadian War Cemetery at Bergen
Op-Zoom, on the outer Scheldt north of
Antwerp.  A  particularly  beautiful
cemetery, laid out on emerald lawns
amidst great leafy trees, it was the
resting place of 904 soldiers out of 968
Canadians. In our usual informal groups,
I found myself standing beside Smoky
Smith, VC and just behind LGen Giles
Turcot, once my Brigade Commander.
Feeling slightly uncomfortable about my
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own longish hair, I felt much better after
seeing Gen Turcot's neat but collar
length locks. I should add that our group
of veterans were invariably neat,
pressed, well and courteously behaved,
properly shaved and shorn, and proud
of each other - it was a pleasure and
honour to be part of such a group.

We lunched on delicious Dutch snacks
at the old Guildhall in Bergen-Op-Zoom,
guests of the civic fathers after a
crowded welcoming ceremony. The
marvellous old building and its artifacts
were well worth a separate study, as one
pushed gently through the happily
milling and marching Dutch and
Canadian crowd. But hey! We had two
hours of the afternoon off and the shops
were open. Many of our friends and
families, perhaps most of them, got their
Dutch gifts and souvenirs from B-Q-Z. !t
was pleasant to stroi! through the
interesting old shopping streets with their
heritage buildings and friendly peopie.
They beamed at our berets,       and
medals and their children looked
solemnly at the little flag pins we gave
them, while their parents warned them
not to eat them. One stared in surprise,
then shrugged and turned through the
ancient facade into  a modern
MacDonald's for a soft ice cream cone
or a Big Mac.

At the appointed time our busses had
somehow reversed themselves in the
narrow overhung streets. Led by a Dutch
police car, we nudged our way into
broader thoroughfares and headed for
home. Groesbeek cemetery, where we
had been unable to visit the graves if we
had taken part in the abortive "march
past", was en-route. We stopped there
for about an hour to look for Regimental
comrades on the engraved granite

Honour Roll. Once again I was unable to
find any Loyal Edmontons, although I
was certain at least one had been buried
there. Weary from logging over 200 km,
even in our comfortable and smoothly
driven bus, we were glad to spill out at
the Bloemink and seek our modest
suppers and comfortable beds.

Our last day on the pilgrimage, 10 May,
as with all the others dawned bright and
clear, as if sunshine was part of the
arrangements. Our first stop was the
bright and lovely Rheinberg War
Cemetery, just over the border into
Germany. Here lay 516 known RCAF,
who had died all over Germany, were
buried by the Germans locally, and had
been reburied here with their comrades
after the War. The usual ceremonies
were highlighted by RCAF tributes and
wreaths.

Not far away     the Canadian War
Cemetery in Germany's Reichswaid
Forest, where 705 airmen and one
soldier were reburied after the War. The
Cross of Sacrifice is backed by a great,
high, 50 metre plinth supported by ten
immense pillars, as if to keep the high
dark forest away from the small sacred
clearing. It is a solemn and severe
setting rather than a beautiful one, and
on a dark rainy day it must invoke
sadness. We were a solemn group until
the ever cheerful members of "Youth
Canada" came foreword to lay their
wreaths.

We returned to the Park Hotel "De
Branding" to join the rest of the official
delegation for luncheon. It was a farewell
gathering, and since we would not be
together again there was much table
hopping between old and new friends
and many good-byes. There were a few
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War Memorial in Canadian Reichwaid Cemetery: BGen Estey (Principal Chaplain Prot)
           and Youth Representative Mile. Merryn Spielman from Quebec.

cheerful remarks about getting together
again for the 100th Anniversary, but we
all knew we might be looking at old
friends for the last time. And on those
sad and happy notes, we broke up to
get ready for the trip home.

As usual it was a sunny morning as we
said good-bye to our smiling and helpful
hole! staff. They lined up to wave us
good-bye as we headed out on the long
ride south. We topped up our souvenirs
at the large and comprehensive
shopping centres that marked the border
crossings into Belgium and France,
moaned at the cost of converting any
last minute Dutch Guilders at Calais,
made another swift tour of the Duty Free
on the ferry, and by late afternoon were
approaching our pleasant three star
Grovefield Hotel near Windsor. With
dinner at @15.60, most of us settled for
the reasonable "bar food", considered

walking to an interesting looking pub
about a mile away, and then went to bed
early.

Next morning, 12 May, our bus took us
to the Royal British Legion Hall at
Cippenham,  where the  members
welcomed and treated us royally. We
walked with them to the nearby war
memorial and placed a wreath on it.
Back at the Hall I was asked to thank
them on behalf of our group, and in
return received three very nice Legion
pins and a small banner. One of the pins
went to Bob Jones, Secretary - Treasurer
of the Royal Canadian Legion; another
went to Leo! Albert Coffin DSO, The
Argyll & Sutherland Highlanders of
Canada, our oldest veteran at a good
deal over 80 and the third went to
Senator Lome Bonnel representing our
parliament. The banner goes to my
Legion (Saskatoon) on a suitable
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occasion. Senator Bonnel then thanked
them for the gifts in a very well received
and humorous little talk that mentioned
Canadian/British solidarity against the
Spanish fish poachers. The Senator was
a good companion. I have no idea
whether he had military service, but on a
joint Dutch/Canadian occasion when a
DVA bureaucrat proposed the health of
Queen Juliana and then left the podium,
Bonnel  calmly  walked  to the
microphone, uninvited, and proposed
the health of our own "Queen of Canada,
 Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the
Second". This was well received by the
veterans, and some of us thought this
 alone justified his "junket".

 We bussed on to Windsor, where we
 used a pleasant afternoon interlude to
 see the Castle, get lunch and do any last
 minute shopping. Of two British banks,
 kitty corner to each other, one wanted
 @3.00 to cash a @25.00 American
 Express traveller's cheque, while the
 other cashed it free of charge. I bought
 lunch, a pint of bitters and a Beatrix
 Potter mouse figurine with the proceeds.

 Back at the Grovefield we packed up,
 said a fond farewell to our excellent bus
 driver who was being relieved, and in the
 late afternoon embussed for Heathrow.
 After a long three hour drag through
 food courts, another Duty Free shop and
 Security, we took off in our wide bodied

jet at 9:00 PM. We had dinner and
snoozed uneasily through the 8 hour
flight until, miraculously, we landed at
Pearson International at 11:45 PM the
same evening and stumbled to bed at
the Airport Hilton. Dave Fairweather and
I (and a number of others) had picked
up colds in the last few days, so we
coughed, wheezed and snuffled our way
through the night, through breakfast, and
through our now separate flight
preliminaries until takeoff at 8:40 AM.

Ed Halikowski, veteran of The Saskatoon
 Light Infantry, and I had first met when
we left Saskatoon together that long ago
 Saturday of 29 April. When we arrived
 back on 13 May, we were old comrades,
 making plans to meet at our respective
 Legions in the not too distant future, i
 met his family, hailed my taxi, and left
 the Pilgrimage.

 It was a wonderfui experience, to which
 S cannot do justice in words. I may have
 transposed a couple of lunches or small
 meetings from one place to another, and
 I have undoubtedly neglected to mention
 many of our marvellous and touching
 experiences. Even so I must apologize
 for the length of this report. Again, I am
 most grateful to the unknown fates and
 decisions that resulted in my having the
 very great honour to represent my
 splendid Regiment on these occasions.

T|IOVTOG?|-^ Let us know   [
  when you know. |
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REMEMBER CAMP HARRIS

Many of you may have forgotten about
Camp Harris over the years, but I can
assure you it is once again in good form
and ready to show you a good time.

Just to refresh your memory, Camp
Harris is the 6 acre property owned by
the Regiment south of Highway 16 on
Winterburn Road, across from the old
DND rifle range on the Enoch Indian
Reserve. The property now lies just
Inside the western boundary of the City
of Edmonton, The property contains
several buildings, including a small two-
bedroom house occupied by the
caretakers, a cook shelter with a large
gas barbecue, the Sergeants' Mess
building, and a workshop. You may
recall that the Officers' Mess building
burned to the ground several years ago.
Thankfully, it was insured and the cook-
shelter was built to replace it. The
property also contains a large grassed
area suitable for baseball, tent and
motorhome camping, or whatever.

Camp Harris is wholly owned by The
Loyal Edmonton Regiment under the
auspices of the Edmonton Regiment
Associates (or "House of Lords"
comprised of our former commanding
officers - editor's note). The operation of
Camp Harris is delegated to the Camp
Harris Committee which is made up of
three persons, namely Wally Ross, Ed
Piasta and Glenn Jones. The Camp
Harris Committee is responsible for
ensuring the property is maintained and
is economically viable to continue in
operation.

If you have been out to Camp Harris in
the past few years, you undoubtedly

noticed that the property was slowly
falling into disrepair. Fortunately, we
have appointed a new caretaker, namely
Leo and Gloria Prevost, Leo and Gloria
moved into the house in mid-September
and have already undertaken a major
clean-up of the grounds and buildings.
They have some great ideas on how to
improve the property and make it more
attractive for use by the Regiment, the
Association, and outside groups.

As Leo and Gloria continue to improve
the property, we are confident that we
can again rent the property more
frequently and begin to fully utilize this
very attractive facility, year round,
summer and winter. Of course, the
Regiment and Association have first
priority when booking functions at Camp
Harris, but you are al! urged to make a
booking for your own private functions.
We're sure that your social club , Legion,
or other organizations would get good
value by booking a function at Camp
Harris. Please pass this information to
your friends and associates as you see
fit.

The rental rate is $100.00 per day for the
full use of all the facilities. Leo and Gloria
would be happy to take your booking by
calling them at 489-1925. If you would
like any other information about Camp
Harris, please call Glenn Jones at 467-
5125,

Glenn Jones, Secretary
Camp Harris Committee
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HOME - 1945
Prepared by lan G. Edwards

Homecoming 1945 was remembered in
1995 by the University of Alberta Alumni
Association magazine New Trail. The
front cover of the Summer 1995 issue
(Vol 50, No 2) featured the return of our
Regiment to Edmonton on October 6,
1945.

It would be interesting to identify more of
these returned men. I've made a sketch
Of the photograph (Provincial Museum of
Alberta BL 987/7). and numbered each face
for your ease of reference.

The Autumn New Trail (Vol 50, No 3)
solved one portion of our mystery. The
Sergeant (#1) in the front row is Jim
Trueman, now 74 and living in Kelowna,
BC. Identified by his sister, Dr. Tess
Trueman, an interesting story was
revealed about the dog's presence at the
train station in the photograph. To quote
from New Trails "My brother had picked
that dog up along the way in Holland,
and it became the regimental mascot.
He couldn't part with it, so he smuggled
it back to Canada, inside his coat."

I've learned the identity of another face,
#2, as that belonging to Clarence
"Dutch" Collier. Collier passed away in
1989 according to his daughter Kathy
Hnatiuk of Edmonton.

Can you identify any of the remaining
returning men? Please Set me know.
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LEN'S FAMILY TREE

The relatives of a man who served for a
time overseas in our Regiment are trying
to learn more about his past. Add a little
colour to a leaf on a family tree, so to
speak.

M11468 Pte L Smith died of wounds in
Italy on 14 January 1945. At the time he
was with the RCASC attached to 5 Cdn
Med Regt RCA. That much is known for
sure.

Leo Smith, or "Len" as he was apparently
known in England, joined The Calgary
Highlanders in 1939 and transferred to
our Regiment on 12 May 1943 and
became a member of B Company. He
sailed with us to Sicily next month, and
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 may have been known to a Lt. S. Low
 and a Sgt. Baker - presumably these
 names were mentioned in letters to
 home.

 Len was also supposed to have, at one
time in his Army career, been a cook
possibly with B Coy, and also a "driver"
 (universal carrier or what?). According to
his daughter, he was "somewhat of a
free spirit and maverick". Doubtless, that
applied to many Loyal Eddies in those
days!

His daughter would appreciate anyone
calling her if they remember Len. She is
writing a famliy history and this part of
Len's life she knows little about. Can
anyone help?

Phone Glen Slominski in Edmonton at
           Or write to Sylvia-Downton,

3251 Steveston Highway, Richmond, BC
V7S 2J4.

 PRESIDENT'S REPORT
 EDMONTON BRANCH (Continued)

 years during which time they have
 acquired a war chest which is earning
 interest in a trust account, plus a great
 pile of memorabilia, much of which is
 taking up space in the Ahlstrom
 basement. No one will be happier than
 Lorie when the museum is finally open
and she can have her basement back!

Best wishes to each of you for the new
year.

Fraternally,

Wally Ross
President,
Edmonton Branch



ORTONA VISIT - 1994
Prepared by Mel McPhee

It all began with a letter in the mail from
Wally Ross in early spring proposing a
visit to Ortona October next. Would I be
interested as an ex-member of The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment?

For a few moments I was transported
back in time to December of 1943 when
we approached this dot on the Italian
map that was soon to become what
some termed as "the Stalingrad of the
West", and flashes, somewhat dimmed
from the passage of time began to
emerge and crowd my mind. For a
moment or two I thought I could smell
gun powder. Would I be interested? Well
yes, I would. I've got nothing better to
do at 72 years of age other than read in
the Journal about Mr. Klein's forays into
seniors pockets. So, before he gets it all,
let's spend a little.

And so it was, months later,     Waliy
Ross, President of the 49th Loyal
Edmonton Regiment Association and ex
Co!, Ed Boyd got together with Mr.
Guiseppe Imbalzano, Italian Vice Consul
for Alberta and numerous other faceless
individuals between here and Caesar's
domain that an itinerary was completed
and the trip was on ... Please send
money.

A get to know one another function was
scheduled  by Mr.  Imbalzano on
September 10, 1994 at the Italian
Cultural Centre with wine and light
refreshments served and it was there we
learned pretty well what the itinerary
consisted of. We would be staying with
Ortona residents the first four days and
suitable gifts should be taken along to

present to our hosts in appreciation.
From Ortona, we would bus northward
to Venice for three days, then westward
to Vogheras War Museum one night, one
night and part of a day in Florence to
the south and the remaining time in
Rome, with side visits to Monte Casino
and Naples. Mama Mia, that sounded
great.

October 12th saw 35 anxious people
gathered at Edmonton's International
Airport to check their luggage on CAL
Flight 952 to Toronto, 3 1/2 hours
duration, a four hour layover and we
were on our way direct to Rome's
"Leonardo" Airport some 8 1/2 hours
away.

Meeting us at the airport was a
"Napoleone" bus from Ortona and we
soon entered the humungous traffic that
afflicts this metropolis. Eventually we
entered a "Autostrada" or freeway and I
was recalling that back in 1985 my wife
and I actually had the nerve to join the
multitude of Italian "Mario Andrettis"
vying to be first going in any direction.
We've ail read about early Roman
history's charioteers, well these people
were trying to outdo them - and
succeeding.

Crossing over, through and under the
Appennine Mountain Range that's the
backbone of italy, we marvelled at
crumbling Roman viaducts, manicured
fields, vineyards and olive groves, and
rows of stately Lombardy poplars which
grace the Italian landscape. Where valley
was deep it was bridged and where the
mountain was high it was tunnelled
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 probably best describes A24 and A25,
the autostradas we were on to reach our
destination - Ortona A Mare,

The approach to this little Adriatic port
which holds such a firm place in the
history of the Regiment had even
changed since my wife and I sat in a
little sardine can flat across a little valley
from it 9 years previous. It had a new
and prosperous look with many new
buildings, industrial and commercial,
with even a small shopping mall as you
approach from the southwest. Familiarity
came once wee penetrated the inner
core.

We were told there was a change in
plans where we were not going to be
biiieted with local residents after all,
because it was felt four days was too
long and we would be scattered all over
making it a problem to contact everyone
receptions, etc. I think it was with a sigh
of relief we wouid be staying in a hotel,
at least in my case because "Bon
Giorno" and "Buona Sera" can only go
so far in a conversation.

And so, we were registered in Hotel
Moderno, situated in the downtown
section and close to all the areas of
Ortona we were once familiar with. The
Moderno wasn't quite as moderno as we
were used to here in Canada but was
quite clean and we were happy to be on
our own. Like most European older
hotels, the rooms were small with
insufficient lighting, no heat (though it
wasn't  really  required)  and  the
bathrooms had that extra seating
arrangement called a "bidet". The shower
required everything in the bathroom to
get wet and hot water was sometimes at
a premium.

 Dinner that evening consisted of a very
tasty bowl of broth with ravioli afloat in it,
followed by a very thin pork(?) steak
which had hardly been exposed to heat
even after a return to the kitchen, fruit
and a cup of super coffee. Actually, my
wife and I had tea since she had the
foresight to pack tea bags along. A tip
learned from experience. Art and
Blanche Edge, whom we paired up with
on the trip endured the coffee.

The four of us went for a walk to
rediscover Ortona and along with the
new San Tomasso Church we saw a
number of buildings bearing the
pockmarks of bullet and shrapnel from
51 years ago.

I later returned to the town square
(Piazza Delia Republica) to look up
"Mario" who owned a dry cleaning
establishment when were here in 1985
and who had been so friendly to us. He
was still in business and we had to go
for a drink. The first of a number we
were to encounter the next three days.

After breakfasting on a chewabie s!ice of
bread and small container of jam (we
later learned to ask for butter) and super
coffee, the City of Ortona graciously had
a bus at our door to show us their city of
today and the surrounding area. It was
our "Napoleone" bus of yesterday and
was equipped with a sound system
which enabled us to hear several
discourses on the battles engaged by
the  Regiment from  our  very
knowledgeable Col. Ed Boyd. His
presentations were from a brigade and
divisional standpoint at times, and so to
a buck private such as myself a clearer
look at the big picture was obtained.

Our first stop was at Casa Berardi where
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Major Paul Triquet of the Royal 22e "Van
Doos" won his Victoria Cross for
attaining and holding a key lateral road
leading to Ortona. Here we emerged
from the bus to view the Casa which has
been preserved as it was during that
campaign 51 years ago showing the
scars of war. Behind the Casa on the
edge of a coulee The Royal 22nd
Regiment has erected a small monument
in the shape of their fleur de lis insignia
in honour of their and the major's
courageous achievement. I have a hazy
memory of the Van Doos coming into
the line next to us on occasion and
every gun they had was blazing, usually
bringing a sharp response from the
other side.

After getting back on the bus at Casa
Bernard! which was located amid
vineyards, a number of the fellows were
chomping away, another reminder of
those war years. We next went through
San Leonardo and on to San Vito where,
 if I can recall correctly, there was a.
 brickyard  and  we were  billeted
temporarily in a house three doors from
 it. I learned after the war, the house once
 belonged to an Italian family I knew back
 home  in  Wayne,  Alberta  (near
 Drumheller). However, we did not see a
 brickyard although we more or less
 skimmed through.

 We returned to Ortona and Col. Boyd
 filled us in on particular streets he
 recognized,  locations of certain
 headquarters and other features that had
 been dominant in our minds, mine
 anyways. This more or less defined what
 we were seeing now compared to the
 rubble piles of 51 years ago.

 The City of Ortona put on a reception for
 us that evening but prior to attending

that we were taken to the Italian Naval
Veterans Museum near their city hall and
several presentations were made by
them and by us. We then went to their
city hail which was indeed cavernous
with a multitude of stairs to climb to
reach their Counsel Chambers. Various
dignitaries made speeches of welcome
and response was made by our group
which included Col. Waily Ross,
President of the 49th Association and
one of the initiators of the trip, Alderman
Bruce Campbell representing the City of
Edmonton, Mr. Guiseppe Imbalzano,
Italian Vice-Consul for Alberta, Col. Bill
Bewick, present C.O. of the 49th, and
Col. Ed Boyd, former C.O. of the
Regiment and veteran of the Ortona
battle. Ed's presentation was in Italian
and I think considerable research went
into it since most of it has lain dormant
for half a century. After the speeches
and hand shaking ended a lunch was
provided  and the mingling with
townspeople began. I made several
attempts at conversation, trying to
 dredge up words learned at 21 and 22
years of age but most of them eluded
 me and hand waving didn't get me very
far. So I found myself at the refreshment
table more often than usual.

 Saturday October 15th, 1994 was the
 day scheduled to visit the Moro River
 Cemetery and our "Napoleone" bus was
 at the hotel to pick us up at 10:00 am,
 all of us clothed in Legion dress, berets
 and wearing medals. Wally McVee was
 to be one of the flag bearers and so
 enlisted my wife, Eva, to operate his
 video for the cemetery proceedings
 giving her a 10 minute crash course in
 the use of, on the way out, while
 Blanche Edge took over my slide
 camera. Both did very well as it later
 turned out.
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Bus loads of school children and
carloads of people were on hand for the
ceremony and the day was excellent
with a warm Italian sun beating down
and just the slightest breeze coming in
from the Adriatic. The grounds were in
beautiful shape verifying this year's
Canadian Government theme that
"Canada Remembers". 1375 Canadians
lie buried in this corner of the earth, their
lives taken so abruptly and at such an
early age for many who hardly had a
chance to experience life.

Ceremonies were held at the centrally
located 20 ft high marble cross, with the
Canadian Flag flying to the right and the
Italian Flag to the left on equally high
steel posts. The Flag Bearers were
standing to the right, three Italian Naval
officers holding the City of Ortona Coat
of Arms, Co!. Bill Bewick with The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment Flag, ex-C.O. Col.
Glenn Jones with the City of Edmonton
Flag, ex-C.O. Col. Lee Ahistrom with the
Alberta Flag and ex-RSM W01 Wally
McVee with the Canadian Flag.

The ceremonies began with a church
service conducted by clergy from Ortona
followed by wreath laying by the City of
Ortona with Mayor Gianfrancesco Puletti
doing the honours, then the City of
Edmonton  represented  by  Bruce
Campbell and Col. Waily Ross for the
49th Association. Col. Ed Boyd paid the
final complement to our boys reciting the
moving "We shall remember them"
poem. Numerous pictures were taken
and then with the ceremonies at an end,
our group with a few moments to spare
began searching the markers for
buddies who had paid the ultimate price.

We were then bussed back to Ortona's
main square, Piazza PortaCaldari, where

similar wreath laying ceremonies took
place at the City's monument. Here, they
were brief and we then fell into line and
marched in a parade to San Tomasso
Church, led by Italian Naval personnel,
our own Flag bearers and an Italian
military band. There was some hand
clapping from the citizens as we
marched and we felt fairly well received
though it was a little reserved. We
mingled at the church for awhile
dispensing pins to the younger kids
mostly, but also exchanged a few with
Italian veterans.

From the church most went to a nearby
museum maintained by the City with
mostly photographs of the fighting at
Ortona and it was there we were able to
purchase a book which encompassed
most of the same photos.

That evening the City of Edmonton
hosted a dinner for Ortona city officials.
It was similar to the previous night's
celebration in that refreshments were
served but in this case we each brought
the gifts we were supposed to give to
those we were to be billeted with. Each
of us was given a number and 35 Ortona
residents were given matching numbers
with the presents going to those who
paired. There were some very original
gifts and those who received them
appeared quite excited about their
prizes.

The following day, Sunday, we had a
church parade to San Tomasso where a
service was held with many townspeople
in attendance including the host mayor.
Afterwards, a small reception was held
for us in an ante room of the church at
which we were presented with symbolic
miniature water jugs on which the words
"Ricordo Di Ortona" (Remember Ortona)
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were written in black letters. The water
jugs symbolized the method the women
of Ortona carried water from the
fountains in earlier days and probably
even in World War II when the city was
severely damaged.

This was our last full day in Ortona and
a dinner had been arranged for us in the
Moderna Hotel with wine bottles
adorning each table. Seemingly in a
constant appearance of being half full,
no matter how often you tried to empty
them. Our friend from 1985, Mario,
showed up later in the evening and he
began putting champaign on our table.
During the course of the evening Hotel
Moderna was declared a 49th Loyal
Edmonton hotel and a plaque with
regimental insignia was duly installed on
one wall to make it official. The evening
was a complete success ... I'm
reasonable sure.

And so on Monday, October 17th, 1994,
another bus (Atlas) and driver (Reno)
was at our door at 10:00 am ready to
whisk us north on a new adventure.
 Earlier my wife and I had gone down to
 Mario's dry cleaning establishment to
say goodbye, on my part a sober one,
and to wish him well. He had a two
gallon flask of wine, dated 1974, which
 he wanted me to have. I immediately
 had visions of a busload of Canadians
terrorizing every roadside stop between
Ortona and Venice, so I said thanks, but
 no thanks. He had an alternate gift for us
which was a shopping bag full of grapes
 he'd picked that morning and which our
 bus enjoyed as we sped north to our
 next destination - Venice.

We had occasional glimpses of the
Adriatic as we followed A14 Autostrada
 north and were constantly supplied with

views of most times beautiful Italian
countryside. Near Rimini was the
Republic of San Marino, oldest republic
in the world, dating back to 885 and
reeking of history.

Stops for coffee and lunch were made
and a later one was made off the
highway at a church that Sam Lenko
had kept in memory since 1944.
According to Sam he'd had a run-in with
German forces near there and with
Summer attire similar to theirs and being
able to speak German he was mistaken
for one of them and was able to carry on
through to the church where some of his
comrades were holed up. Anyways, Sam
has all the details of this "four leaf clover"
kind of luck.

Just as the sun was setting vast
expanses of water could be seen from
our bus windows and we knew we must
be somewhere near Venice although our
target was Mestre northwest of there.

Our hotel accommodations in Mestre
was the Bologna, somewhat of an
improvement over the Moderna, larger of
course and rooms were better appointed
but it did not have the same relaxed
atmosphere. However, we were gone to
Venice most of the day for the next three
days, leaving in the morning after
breakfast for the 20 minute train ride to
where we took the waterboat for another
20 minutes to St. Mary's square and
usually returned in the evening around
6:00 pm. Col. Bill Bewick had left us at
Ortona to go to Germany where I believe
his wife was, and the two "young
colonels" (as everyone referred to them),
Jones and Ahlstrom, proved invaluable
for the rest of the trip, scouting out
places, one leading the group, the other
following, making sure stragglers were
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headed in the right direction, picking up
railway and water bus tickets and just
being handy and informative.

Venice of course, lived up to its
reputation as being one of the most
interesting cities in the world, despite the
fact it is slowly sinking into the Adriatic,
creating a monstrous problem for the
Venetians. Two weeks after we were on
St. Marks Square there was a foot of
water covering it and since tourism is the
main source of income it must deplete
revenues drastically when it happens.
The architecture is unbelievable for a city
built on water. A lagoon actually, and St.
Marks Cathedral and the Doges Palace
are standouts. They are noted worldwide
for their glass blowing industry and
when you think of Venice you think of
the gondolier who provides inner city
transportation  along with  motor
launches.

From the beautiful Venice, we headed
westward to Voghera, where there is a
large military museum. Here our
accommodation was the President Hotel
and arriving as we did before lunch we
were to experience pasta at its finest
with prices to match.

Well fed, we turned out in blazers, berets
and medals for a ceremony to be
conducted at the museum accompanied
by the Italian military. Wreaths were laid
and due to a light drizzle rites outside
were kept brief. More exchanges
between officials were made inside the
museum and we then toured the facility.
Col. Ed Boyd had donated several of his
military dress uniforms and they were on
display in this one time military
establishment which is now used to
show some of the accoutrements of
warfare. We were bussed to city hall

where light refreshments were served
and then returned to our hotel to ready
ourselves  for  a  premier  dinner,
sponsored I believe by the City of
Edmonton.   After  some  brief
acknowledgements by all officials at the
head table, the veterans were asked to
say a few words and it was then we
learned that one in our midst was the
holder of the MM - that was Jack Milnes.
The information was disclosed by his
brother Bill who figured to be in trouble
when he got back to their table. I'm sure
everyone looked at Jack in a different
light after that for he'd been a quiet
individual throughout the trip. A new
official was at the evening's head table in
the  person  of Col.  Ken  Alien,
accompanied by his wife. Col. Alien is
Liaison Officer of the Royal Canadian Air
Force stationed at Naples and up for the
Voghera Museum event.

We departed Voghera around 9:30 am
under cloudy skies and preceded to
backtrack in a northeasterly direction to
a city called Pavia. Guiseppe imbaizano
had arranged for us to tour the
Carthusian Monastery located there. We
learned it was built in 1396 by one
Galeazzo Visconti who had its monks
follow vows of silence and a continuous
imploring to heaven which is carried on
today to some degree. The Monastery
was built in the form of a Latin cross and
mainly Gothic in design and reflects the
Italian artistic use of marble, inlays,
statuary, frescoes and the use of gilt in
displays of richness. There are 20
"Loggia" or cells each complete and
separate with garden, around the
perimeter of a courtyard to one side
where the monks reside. They labour in
the fields and are widely known for their
skill in the ancient monastic practice of
distilling wines from herbs. They have
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missions in Africa and the smiling
personable monk that took us through
the monastery tour was originally from
Eritrea and spoke perfect English. The
tour came to and end in the gift shop as
ail tours do and bottles of the
aforementioned highly concentrated
distilled wine were available for purchase
- and a number of the group did.

 It was here that Mr. Imbalzano, or "Nino"
as he had come to be known, left us to
 return to Canada and Edmonton.

 From Pavia our Atlas bus headed south
 down the boot of Italy in the direction of
 Florence and about mid afternoon we
 arrived in that city of old world beauty. A
 guide had been arranged for an
 afternoon walk-about and he arrived at
 our Adriatico Hotel to shepherd those
 who wished to see something of the
 inner core. For the first and only time we
 were asked to give up our passports to
 the hotel's management. Italian banks
 always insisted on seeing them when
 cashing travellers cheques, but this was
 a first for hotels. After a late evening
 meal of pasta in the hotel's dining room
 it was off to bed and be ready for an
 early morning trek around Florence - but
 load your bags on the bus first.

 There are some beautiful old buildings
 here showing elaborate architecture and
 if that is your interest the short time we
 spent here would not quench your thirst
 for historic structures. As for art, the city
  evokes names like Leonardo da Vinci,
  Botticelli, Michelangelo and Dante.
  Among the more famous buildings are
  the Church of Santa Croce and the
  Campanile but many others of beauty
  are evident. We later climbed to a height
  overlooking Florence with great views of
  the city and with blue sky prevailing.

Kodak's fortunes went up perceptibly.
The Arno River slices through the city
which entails a number of bridges to
cross and Font dei Vecchio is the most
famous in full view to our Seft, With such
panoramic beauty before us it was a
reluctant group that boarded our waiting
bus for yet another adventure south.

Our objective was a little town about 40
kms southeast of Rome and we reached
it shortly after dark and after some
spectacular driving of the narrowest hill
top streets you could imagine. Rocca
 Priora was the town's name and it was
 perched on a hill in a forested area
 overlooking a distant plain area which
 led to the Italian capital - Rome. We
 checked into the Villa la Rocca hotel just
 below the crest of the town and a fairly
 modern facility; neat and clean.

 The food at the Villa was good and we
 enjoyed a predominately pasta menu for
 the next four days. The morning after our
 arrival we were bussed into the Eternal
 City and joined the ranks of thousands
 of Italians striving to be the first
 anywhere in this metropolis. Rome is so
 steeped in history you would not be
 unduly surprised to see a chariot cut you
 off near the Colosseum. Actually we
 were cut off but it was by a Masserati
 whose driver was somewhat disabled
 because he had only one finger showing
 on the arm he held out his window. Our
 guide met us at the Coliseum and gave
 us all the particulars on the ancient
 structure after which we snapped our
  pictures and inspected the handiwork of
 Vespassian & Son who built it between
  72 and 80 A.D. presumably with
  Christian labour.

  We then headed toward St. Peters
  Square passing structures that belonged



to Roman times. That bridge over there
crossing the Tiber River, I wonder if
that's where Horatius stood defending
his city against the invading Etruscans?
These things strike a chord in your
memory - a history lesson in school and
taught many years ago as "memory
work". One verse stands out.

"Then outspake brave Horatius,
The captain of the gate,
To every man upon this earth
Death cometh soon or late
And how can man die better
Than facing fearless odds,
For the ashes of his fathers
And the temples of his gods."

We debussed at St. Peters Square and
 as with a multitude of others angled our
way toward the Bacilica. The colonnades
 on either side of the square are the work
 of Bernard! and were erected in pillars of
 three, very discernable but on one
 particular spot on the square ail three fall
 in line, both sides, so that there appears
 to be only one. Entering St. Peters, one
 is immediately impressed with the
 immensity and iavishness of this largest
 church in Christendom.  Frescoes,
 paintings and statuary by the masters
 are much in evidence, as well as marble
 inlays, terrazzo tile and the liberal use of
 gilt. The Bascilica's prized possession,
 the "Pieta" by Michelangelo is encased in
 glass or a transparent material and, I'm
 sure secured to the Nth degree. We
 missed the Pope on this occasion by
 only 5 minutes as he appeared in one of
 the Vatican windows to wave to the
 noontime crowd.

 Leaving St. Peters Square we then went
 to Trevi Fountain which is one of the
 more spectacular ones that Rome has to
 offer and deposited the required three

coins over the left(?) shoulder to ensure
a return visit to the Eternal City.

Many of the group returned to Rome the
next day in order to see the Sistine
Chapel but having elbowed our way
through it in 1985, my wife and I decided
to forgo that trek and instead visit the
nearby town of Frascatti. Keeping us
company were Art and Blanche Edge,
the Couplands and the Springsteels, and
so for the price of 1500 Lira ($1.50) each
we used local bus transportation.
Frascatti proved to be a good sized town
and one claim to fame they have is that
Pope John Paul spends part of his
summer there presumably because of
the higher altitudes' cooler weather.
There seemed to be an awful lot of
people on the streets and in the little
parks so we assumed they have a high
rate of unemployment. A number of
dogs were to be seen sleeping on
 Frascatti's       and squares and the
thought struck us they were the ones
that kept us awake half the night at
 Rocca Priora. Well, they could have
 been!

About mid afternoon, Art and I decided
to return to our hotel along with the
 Couplands and Springsteels but Blanche
 and Eva wanted to do some more
 shopping.  We boarded  a bus
 supposedly going to Rocca Priora and I
 won't say who made the bus choice but
 an hour later we found ourselves on the
 outskirts of Rome looking for one going
 to Rocca Priora. We found one and
 retraced our route back to Frascatti,
 hoping our wives wouldn't be waiting to
 board. But, you guessed it, they were
 and we haven't lived that one down yet,

 Tuesday October 25th was the day we
 were scheduled to visit Monte Cassino
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and Naples but we really could not have
done justice to both so it was voted to
cancel Naples much to the chagrin of a
number in the group. So it was rise and
shine at 6:30, breakfast 7:30 and at 8:15
avanti Monte Cassino. By 9:45 the
monastery was in view and with a lot of
maneuvering we finally found access to
the paved road that snakes its way up to
the Abbey. As we climbed we were
afforded great views of the Monte Casino
of today, a much larger community than
I had envisioned. Of course the Monte
Cassino I had committed to memory was
a pile of rubble with hardly anything
standing over 10 ft. high.

Once we reached the summit there was
a tremendous view of the Liri Valley and
you could readily understand why the
Allies decided to bomb the monastery
thinking it was an observation post for
the Germans. Yet it is understood not
 one German lost his life over the
 destruction of the Abbey, for Jerry was
 holed up in the many caves and
 outposts beneath.

 It has been restored to its normal state
 except for a few frescoes and paintings
 from the originals, and this was
 accomplished solely by the Italian
 Government.  The  monastery was
 eventually taken by the Polish Army in
 May of 1944 at a huge cost in lives, and
 there is an exceptional view of their
 cemetery from the Abbey. It is in the
 form of a huge cross with over 1,000
 Poles buried there.

 We came down from the mountain much
 quicker than our ascent and headed for
 the Monte Cassino Cemetery where
 many of our Canadian boys are interred.
 Everyone spread looking for markers of
 someone known to them who had fallen

that fateful day, the 23rd of May 1944, in
the attack on the Hitler Line. Here the
box car numbers, such as mine,
outnumbered the original or early
members of the Regiment, Sicily, Vino
Ridge and Ortona having taken their toil
on those veterans. It must have been
difficult for the older veterans of the 49th
for they lost buddies they'd soldiered
with in England for 3 and 4 years,
whereas reinforcements like myself lost
acquaintances, some whose faces and
names are certainly dimmed with time.
Some time later, just before leaving, a
bottle of whiskey appeared and we had
a short but solemn toast, led by Ed Boyd
to all those fellows lying there in the
 Italian soil.

Our last full day in Italy was spent in
 Rome where we were to have an
 audience with the Pope. We!!, we did,
 but it was shared with probably 100,000
 others on St. Peters Square. At least we
 were oniy about 40 rows down from the
 dias where he delivered his speech from
 under a canopy. It was a particularly hot
 day and a number sunburned in the
 noonday heat. Each group in the Square
 was blessed and duly recognized as we
 were - "Veterans from Canada". Prior to
 his appearance under the canopy, he
 was driven through avenues of the
 crowd several times enabling some
 picture taking and in the array of slides
 that I took of this trip is one of the back
 of Pope John Paul's head.

 I was amazed at the quite orderly
 dispersal of the crowd afterwards
 envisioning search parties looking for
 members of our group days later.
 However, we'd been informed there was
 to be a small reception for us at the
 Canadian Embassy several blocks south
 of St. Peters Square, and amazingly we
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arrived as one, almost. The reception
was small indeed as the offering was a
handshake with the Ambassador and the
Consul General, a glass of wine and a
few potato chips. After that little feast we
were on our own, so everyone went their
separate ways but were to meet at 5:00
pm opposite Castel San Angello, for the
return to our hotel.

We had an especially good meal at Villa
La Rocca that evening with a few
acknowledgments such as to our
capable driver Reno, the hotel staff, Leila
and Fabris Tornilo who would be staying
on in Italy to visit relatives, and I think
even the dogs who joined in chorus
each evening at midnight near the hotel
were toasted.

It was an eager bunch that arrived at
Rome's Leonardo Airport the next
morning for the 11:00 am flight to
Toronto and so it was "Arrividerci Italia"
after soaking up some of their warm
sunshine for 14 days, some 49th Loyal

Edmonton Regiment history, being
exposed to Venetian, Florentine, and
Roman culture with each step taken, a
walk back in time.

About 14 hours later it was a great
feeling to be reading that sign on
Highway 2  South,  "Welcome to
Edmonton - City of Champions". As
always, it was good to be home. Any
endeavour such as the "Ortona Visit -
1994" requires a great deal of planning
and dedication to a project and a big
thank you must be extended to those
who put together such a successful
endeavour. Wally Ross, Ed Boyd and
Guiseppe Imbalzano were the initiators
and mainstays to keep the project
focused and on course. The people of
Ortona for their part in making us
welcome, and co-operating and co-
ordinating  events,  the two  bus
companies and their drivers for such
capable and      journeys and the
ladies who accompanied us and made
the entire trip a comfortable experience.

Presentation to the Museum at Voghera. Rear: Wally McVee, Glenn Jones,
Morris White, Lee Ahlstrom. Front: Ed Boyd, Guiseppi Imbalzano (Italian Vice
Consul to Alberta), Wally Ross, Bruce Campbell, local officials.
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PICTURE POTPOURRI

Three amigos at Grande Prairie Picnic, 28-30
July 1995: Albert Grandbois, Steve Lotoski

Advance in extended line: Ptes. Schutz,
Elicksen, Cpl. Northwood, MCpl Nathan.
Nav Ex: 23 September 1995

Pte. Kirouac and mates enroute to DZ Buxton: Nav Ex 23 September 1995
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Smorg. line at Grande Prairie: Betty
Belford, Elieen and Wally Ross. Thanks
to Betty for all her work organizing
the weekend, (photo courtesy Frank Kozar)

Old comrades; Mike Antonio,
Don Matheson, Don Gower and
and Sam Lenko at AGM Edmonton
21 January 1995. AI! were
members of D Company during
training and served together
in Europe. (Courtesy Frank Kozar)

St. Albert, AB RC Legion Branch presen-
tation of $2,000. to L Edmn R Band to
offset cost of repairs to Band uniforms.
Maj. Norm Greene flanked by June Edey
and Scot Ryton. (Courtesy Legion Magazine,
August 1995)

Interpretive plaque to Cecil Kinross VC
dedicated in Lougheed, AB by CJ Kinross VC
Branch of Royal Canadian Legion
(Courtesy Legion Magazine August 1995)
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L to R: Prince Berhnard of the Netherlands; Lawrence MacAulay, Secretary of
State for Veterans Affairs, Gen. George Kitching and the Dutch Minister of
Defence at Wageningen, 5 May 1995. (Courtesy: Military Collectors' Club of
Canada and Mans K.A. Schaedtier of The Hague, Holland).

Wreath laying at Ortona: Art
Edge, Wally Ross, Mel Likes, Ken Coupland
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A STICK OF GUM
Prepared by W.D. (Bill) Smith

On November 11, 1995 I was in
attendance at a service in Onoway,
Alberta, at which time I was presenting a
wreath on behalf of the Alberta Beach
Seniors Association. A minister, Rev.
Harry Eerks told the following story"

"I was a lad of four years when Holland
was liberated by the Canadian Army.
Living under the German conquerors
had instilled a great deal of fear and
mistrust of soldiers in my young mind,
and these strange soldiers now entering
our town,  Groningen,  were  no
exception. It was my older brother who
finally coaxed me into approaching a

  "SONGS THE LOYAL EDDIES
               SANG"

Now available on cassette. This superb
tape of all the popular songs particular
to our Regiment. Produced by a
professional chorus in Edmonton and
narrated by Ed Boyd.

Order your copy now for only $13.35
includes postage and packaging.

Mail cheque made payable to your
Association to;

       1009 Empire BIdg.
       10080 Jasper Ave.
      EDMONTON, AB T5J 1V9

       DELYEA DETAILS

My daughter Carolyn is writing a book
about me about the time I was in the
Army. If anyone has pictures of me -
Fred Delyea - we would be interested in
getting copies of them. Please write to
me, Fred Delyea, RR#1, Site 6,
Compartment 17, Thunder Bay, ON P7C
4T9. Phone (807) 939-2903.

sentry, who appeared to be at least nine
feet tall. The sentry spoke kindly to me
and reaching into his pocket he
produced a slender package, stripped
off some paper, revealing a stick of gum.
1 had never seen gum before and when
he broke off a little square and put it into
my mouth I was overwhelmed. I had
never tasted anything so sweet in all my
four years."

At the conclusion of his talk the
Reverend asked ail veterans to please
stand, at which time he. presented each
of us "WITH A STICK OF GUM'"
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GEORGE BROWN - IN MEMORIA

Major General George Grenville Brown
died peacefully at the Colonel Belcher
Hospital on March 14,1995 at the age of
72.

Brown was born in Saskatoon and
joined the 16th/22nd Saskatchewan
Horse as a Trooper in 1937. He attended
Royal Military College in Kingston, ON.
from 1940 to 1942 from where he went
overseas as an infantry reinforcement
officer. He joined The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment in November 1943 and served
with our unit for the remainder of the
war. He was wounded during the
crossing of the Naviglio Canal in Italy in
December 1944 while serving as a
company commander.

Photo courtesy of Frank Kozar.

              Prepared by lan G. Edwards

In 1946 Brown transferred to the PPCLI
and held various command and staff
appointments until 1962 when he was
promoted Lt. Col and commanded
1 PPCLI in Esquimalt and West Germany.
He was  subsequently  Deputy
Commander of Mobile Command and
Commander of the First Canadian
Brigade Group. He retired from the
Regular Force in November 1^77 in the
rank of Major General. He was
appointed Colonel of the Regiment,
Princess Patricia's Canadian Light
Infantry in April 1977, a position he held
until 1983.

A service was held at CFB Calgary on
March 18, 1995, including a 13 gun
salute. An all-ranks reception followed as
requested by Brown and paid for by his
estate.
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ORDER OF CANADA FOR COLONEL JIM STONE

Colonel James Riley Stone, DSO, MC,
CD was awarded the Order of Canada
earlier this year. Well known to our
members, Stone joined our Regiment as
a Private in 1939 and rose to be a
Company Sergeant Major before being
commissioned in 1942.

He won his Military Cross as a Company
Commander in the fighting at Ortona. He
was awarded his first DSO as Second-in-
Command when our Regiment broke
through the Gothic Line and his second
during the winter of 1945 as the
Commanding Officer.

Stone returned to Canada in June 1945
to take command of our embryonic 3rd
Battalion being raised to fight in the
Pacific. But Japan surrendered and
Stone retired from active service a year
later. Stone commanded The Rocky
Mountain Rangers in early 1950.

In 1950 Stone volunteered for the

Special Service Force and commanded
2PPCLI in Korea, where the Patricia's
were awarded the U.S. Presidential
Citation for their steadfastness at
Kapyong. Stone was awarded his
second bar for service in Korea.

On his return from the Korean War,
Colonel Stone commanded the Royal
Canadian School of Infantry and
subsequently served as the Army's
Provost Marshall. It was in this job that
he founded the Military Police Fund for
Blind Children, a charity that has made
life a little easier for countless visually
impaired children since 1957.

It is for this humanitarian work that Col.
Stone has been created a Member of the
Order of Canada. "When I have occasion
to wear the medal", he said, "it will be to
honour Canada's Military Police who
have done so much to bring a little light
to those who must live in darkness."

KIT SHOP PRICE LIST

Badge, metal
Belt
Belt, keepers, pr.
Bungee cords, pr.
Lapel/tie pin
License plates

$ 1.23
$3.48
$2.94
$4.53
$16.05
$12.00

Regimental Colours, print      $ 4.28
Regimental Colours, framed    $77.04
Regimental tie                 $10.70
Shoulder titles, grey, pr.        $ 2.25
T-Shirt, maroon (airborne), med. $ 7.20

The above items are for sale from our Militia battalion. Prices include GST and postage.
Mail your cheque, payable to "L Edmn R Unit Funds" to:

             The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
             Attention: Kit Shop
             CFB Edmonton
             P.O. Box 10500
             Edmonton, AB T5J 4J5
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JUUEN ST. PIERRE'S STORY

I was born on February 9, 1919 in
Ogden Utah and moved to Wanham,
Alberta in 1921, where 'I attended school
and worked on a farm. I joined the 49th
Edmonton Regiment in April 1940. We
were sent overseas in July 1940 on the
ship "Sarnia". After the civilian tourists
were unloaded, we boarded her and
spent the next 4 weeks eating Australian
rabbit - the only meat we were given.
After 4 weeks on this menu, we were
almost hopping and I still don't like
"rabbit".

When we arrived in England it was the
same story. Only the meat was changed.
Mutton for breakfast - dinner and supper.
We even had to pick the wool out of it.

We went to Sicily in 1943. We had about
a 2 foot drop off the unloading ramp and
 I think the cotton-picking Malaria infested
 mosquito was watching for me to arrive.
 I spent 7 days there and the next thing I
 knew, I woke up in a hospital in North
Africa. - Had my first plane ride and
 didn't even know it. When I was well I
was sent to a holding unit. Although I
was a driver/mechanic (and got 4 bits a
 day trades pay) I could not be sent to
 my own  unit unless specifically
 requested for by name, rank and serial
 number.

 There was a small American airfield
 nearby. After becoming friendly with a
 couple of pilots there, I climbed aboard
 one of their planes and got to Mesina.
 By that time, my outfit had gone onto
 Italy. I made my way to the regiment and

     with them about a year in action.

 We went back to Baranello brickyard for

a rest. I was sick but refused to go to a
hospital until I came down with yellow
jaundice. While in hospital I could have
passed for Chinese - my eyes, face and
body were a striking shade of yeliowl I
couldn't stand or walk for awhile.

When I was better, I was sent to a
holding unit once more. I was sent back
to the regiment in Italy. Then we went up
to the dikes in Italy where we joined up
with the rest of the Canadian Forces in
Europe. We went to France, on through
Belgium to Holland where we saw more
action.

Some of the worst action we saw was at
Vino Ridge, near Ortona, It was in
Ortona with B Company that our gun
was out of action. My gun sergeant was
 Dale Debolt from Spirit River. We wore
out the gun barrel, firing at that Fort at
Ortona - we could have been using a
 pea shooter for all the effect our high
explosive rounds did to the 11 foot thick
wall. Even the armour piercing shells just
 buried themselves if they hit dead on,
 and if they [missed they] went
 screaming out over the Adriatic Sea. I
told Dale, I did not like the feel of this
 house. He said "neither do I, let's get the
 hell out of here." That house had been
 booby-trapped and during the night it
 blew up. There was only one man to
 come out of that B Company Platoon
 alive. He was buried three days before
 being dug out alive.

 We were right at the border between
 Germany and Holland when they called
 the first 12 hour truce. Heck, we played

       and.              the
 They     a     bunch of guys, just as
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happy as we were over the truce when
the second 12 hour truce was called. I
was notified to collect my gear and go
on leave to England. That French train I
was put on was really something. It had
a 2 day lay-over in a small town while
the engineer visited with his lady friend.
I finally got to London where the wife
met me. We visited people who lived
next to a lock-shop with its 3 balls over
the door to let people know it was a
pawn shop. Next door to it there was a
pub and we were in there when the
notice came that the Armistice was
signed. Nothing moved in London for
about 3 days. The whole city went wild -
the war was finally over"

I took 4 weeks leave and when I finally
got back to the regiment, it was at rest
near Rotterdam. About half of our guys
went to Berlin for the Victory Parade. I
was left behind, but they had a truck
which broke down and     back for a
coii, distributor and other      I took a
motorcycle and took the parts to Berlin.
When I arrived at the gate there were 2
Russian females on guard duty. They
asked me for my pass. I had none! I told
them I had parts for our truck, but was
refused entry. I thought about making a
run for it but decided not to do so as I
was sure they would shoot me. After
about an hour a D.R. showed up with a
pass for me. The Russians tried to make
me give the D.R. the parts but as he was
not a mechanic, and I was, they finally
let me in. I would have liked to have
stayed overnight, but the pass was for 6
hours only, so I returned to base.

While in Holland, we had a ball. We
came across a 1939 Graham Paige car.
It needed tires, battery and fuel which
were available and Col. Jim Stone had
the papers for it. Boy, could that thing

go! It could outrun a blinking Harley
motorcycle - Supercharged - overdrive,
big motor in it. That's one time I really
enjoyed being a driver.

There were 16 of us together and Jim
Stone had volunteered for Japan.
Between  the  originals  and  first
reinforcements, he got  quite a few
volunteers. Not me! I figured I came
through the European war safely and it
was time to call it quits.

One day Jim came looking for me. He
said "Get your gear together and get set
to go." I said "No Way" I am not going to
Japan with you. "Oh, no! I Just got word
that they are looking all over the States
and Canada for you" he said. I was
classified AWL. I was supposed to have
been sent home 6 months before and
the orders never came through for me.
So ! had 2 weeks leave in England with
my wife and son and       in Caigary
on V.J. Day. I was home ahead of the
Regiment. I had a month's leave, then
returned to Calgar/ for discharge. They
tried to talk me into staying in the Army
but I said "No way". I had asked to stay
in England as a driver at CMHQ, but
they sent me back to Canada. Then they
questioned my knee injury (1941) and
when they told me it would take a
possible 6 months to get a pension
O.K'd, I said to forget it. That was my
mistake - real stupidity on my part. I
should have stayed to see about my
pension even if it was only 5%. Other
guys I know started with $2.50 per
month and now have medical coverage
from D.V.A. and good pensions.

After I returned to Wanham my wife and
son joined me. I worked for the Lasiter
outfit clearing land for the vets. My wife
did not like it here as she was used to
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"city life" so we moved to Edmonton in
May 1948 and worked till December
1948 at Harricks Dairy. In January 1949
I started with the Federal Government as
a janitor as there was no other position
available. They promised me the first
vacancy as a mechanic but when
someone else got it instead of me, I got
angry and went and wrote the tests and
got my mechanic's papers. I took them
to the office and said If I wasn't on staff
as a mechanic at the end of the month,
I'd leave, as I could get a job any place
in Edmonton, now that I have my
papers. I got on before month's end.

My wife and two sons returned to
England in 1955. I remarried in 1969. I
remained at D.N.D. as a mechanic until
I retired in April 1982. I retired, age 63,
with almost 35 years of service. I quit
early as my wife has lupis (Systemic
Lupis Erythmatomis) and she could not

be left alone. I went nearly 2 years with
just super-annuation, then when I turned
65 and got my Old Age Security and
Canada pension, they cut my blinking
super annuation down to $268.00 a
month. I guess they thought I was
making too much money or something.

We have belonged to 2 trailer clubs and
have had some nice outings with them.
We were with Yellowhead Trailer Club
until 1974, then joined the St. Albert
Family Camping Club till 1979, at which
time we parked our trailer at Killdeer
Beach at Lac la Nonne. We spent most
of each summer out there fishing,
relaxing and enjoying our retirement with
our cat Duke and dog Chico.

Editor's Note: this story appears to have been
published in a book a number of years ago, and
was with the material Barney 0!son had on
hand. Juilen (Pete) St. Pierre passed away 5
November 1993.

              JUST ABOUT TO MAIL IN YOUR DUES?

Why don't you also write a few words suitable for our Wandering Boy column?

      - How are you?

      - Working or retired, hobbies, travel?

      - Looking for someone you haven't heard from for years?

      - Bumped into someone we haven't heard from for years?

      - Reminiscences of Exercise TIGER, San Fortunate (Rimini), or
                      II in 1960.

Drop us a line when you     in your      You don't          to    for
Drop us a iine anytime.



SOME MEMORIES OF THE SOUTH COAST OF ENGLAND

When we left Oxted and moved to a
billet in a brewery (empty) near Port
Slade, four things stick out in my mind.
Percy McBratney and I went to B Coy to
build some blackouts for the windows in
their new billets. While working in the
kitchen Percy liberated some Canadian
butter, a piece of cheese and a loaf of
bread. The cook reported it to the R.P.'s
and Bob McEwan and Bob Knox came
to search our billets. They didn't find
anything but we had to buy them some
beer. We gladly accepted.

At that time Tommy Grouse came to our
platoon as a reenforcement from the
holding unit. Bill Burkhoulder was a
Lance Sergeant, so Tommy was made
platoon Sergeant. We resented that so
we treated him rotten (hoping he would
leave). If a couple of us were talking and
he came to join us, we would walk away
leaving him alone.

When we moved to Shoreham we were
on guard at a Tank harbour. Percy and
I would ask for evening shift, then go to
the pub and leave Tommy to do our
guard duty, but he never complained.
He finally returned to the holding unit. I
visited Tommy in the U of A Hospital
when he was dying. I apologized for
being so mean but he said he enjoyed
the short stay with our platoon.

While at the brewery we got Duke
Lenglet married off in Oxted. Percy and
I went to the wedding on a weekend
pass. The wedding dinner was hare; we
thought it was chicken (but good).

             Prepared by E.A. (Ernie) White

We were doing a lot of guard duty on
the Coast. One morning as I was
finishing the graveyard shift I smelled a
wonderful aroma. I thought I had died
and gone to heaven. The smell was
coffee which we hadn't tasted since
landing in England. I followed my nose
to the cookhouse and Krikken gave me
a big mug of coffee. I'll never forget it.

The Brigade decided every regiment
should have a cross country running
team. The whole Regiment went on a 5
mile run. I came in eighth so was on the
team, but we didn't hear any more about
it until we moved to Eastborne. While in
Shoreham Percy and I planted a victory
garden behind our billet. We ate the
radishes and lettuce when we came
home late at night from the pub. When
we tried some in daylight they were full
of worms, so we had meat with our
veggies.

When we moved to Eastborne, Colonel
Kitching came to us as C.O. He was
more sports minded, so he took the
cross country team from their platoons
and put us in a private billet. We trained
hard but it was fun (no guards or
fatigue). I cut down to one cigarette a
day and no beer. When we ran our first
race for the Brigade championship we
won easily. The Colonel put on a
banquet for us in the Eastborne Hotel
with lots of beer. We started home about
midnight. Stan Melton and I were
walking together when Stan got in an
argument with a couple of drunken
(Cont'd on a following page)
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OPERATION GAUNTLET

Abridged from Capt. T. Elworthy's book, "The Sea of Brass" extract printed in the Islander Magazine, Victoria
Times Colonist, November 6, 1994. Capt Elworthy was a bridge cadet during the Raid.

The article was submitted to us by Colin White. Colin believes that he and Bill Purves are the only ones left
from D Coy. and a PI. of C Coy. of our Regiment that went on this operation.

Butchering Crew at Spitsbergen. Top row: Colin White, Bud Crainey, Danny Smith, Jack Pun/is. Bottom:
Warren ?, Bill Pun/is, unknown, Butch Warring. Photo courtesy Colin White.

A Canadian Merchant navy Troop
Transport embarked 650 superbly
trained Canadian soldiers in the early
hours of an August morning in 1941.
They consisted mainly of the 49th Bn.
The Edmonton Regiment and The
Saskatoon Light Infantry. The place was
the Tail of the Bank anchorage at the
head of the Firth of Clyde, Scotland. The
ship was the former crack trans-Pacific
liner RMS Empress of Canada - now
designated HM Transport X-5.

There had been a well-planned prelude
to the embarkation of these troops who

were under the command of Brig. A.E.
Potts of the Canadian Army. A few days
previously a number of British troops
with full tropical kit had boarded the ship
in Glasgow. An unusual feature of this
embarkation was that it lacked the
secrecy which normally surrounded
troop movements - it was carried out in
daylight.

To the prying eyes of possible enemy
agents it must have seemed that the
ship was again bound for the Middle
East. She had recently completed her
fourth consecutive return voyage around
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 Africa transporting troops of the British
 Eighth Army to Suez and Alexandria.

 Her next assignment was destined to be
 a very different type of operation. Two
 days later, at three in the morning, the
 British troops were speedily
 disembarked and replaced by an elite
 force of Canadian troops with full Arctic
 equipment.

 The deceptive ruse of using British
 "Middle East" troops was perfect in every
 detail. Hardly had this phase of the
 operation been completed when the
 Empress of Canada was slipping
 stealthily down to the sea.

 Out of the night there emerged three
 destroyers of the Royal Navy which took
 station ahead of and on either bow of
the Empress. The three destroyers were
 HM ships Antelope, Anthony and Idsrus.
 The increasing roar of the Canada's
turbines could be heard from below
decks as speed was increased to 23
 knots. Northward the force proceeded,
northward through the Minches of the
 Hebrides and on into the foreboding
vastness of the North Atlantic,

After reaching the open ocean the group
was joined by two Royal Navy cruisers,
HM ships Nigeria and Aurora. On board
Nigeria was the Naval Commander-in-
Chief, Captain Philip Vian. The presence
of a small number of free-Norwegian
troops, Britains and a number of
Russians from their embassy in London
did little to abate the tense atmosphere.

The task force refuelled in Hvalfjordur,
Iceland, on August 21st.

Soon after leaving Iceland it was
announced that the destination was the

 Norwegian Arctic colony of Spitzbergen.
 All facilities were to be destroyed and
 the Russian and Norwegian populations
 evacuated. Before the raid itself could be
 launched it was necessary to capture
 two  known  German  agents at
 Barentsburg to prevent them from
 tipping the Allied hand to Nazi occupied
 Norway by radio. The capture of the two
 spies was the first duty of a special unit.
 Unless a leakage of information to the
 Germans was prevented the raid would
 have been suicidal.

 Two thousand Russians living at
 Barentsburg were to be evacuated and
 taken to the Soviet port of Archangel in
 the White Sea. Although the colony of
 Spitzbergen was Norwegian, Russians
 were permitted under the terms of a
 1925 treaty with Norway to maintain a
 port and to mine coal there. Apart from
the 2,000 Russians on Spitzbergen,
there were 1,400 Norwegians living in
three widely separate communities:
 King's Bay, Longyearbyen and Ny
Aelesund.

The first priority was to evacuate the
Russians and take them on board the
"Canada". All ships were to take part in
the dash across the Arctic Ocean to the
White Sea and return to Barentsburg
except the cruiser HMS Aurora. This ship
was to evacuate and then destroy the
three Norwegian settlements and return
all Norwegians to Barentsburg to await
the return of the main force.

There they could be looked after as a
single unit which simplified logistics and
problems of defence. The troops who
had put ashore at Barentsburg had been
supplied with a year's rations in case
disaster befell the main force before the
return from the Soviet Union.
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Parts of Spitzbergen are less than 700
miles from the North Pole. Once the
mysteries of the destination and purpose
of the raid had been explained, the
ship's company and troops settled down
to the jobs at hand.

A few hours before sighting Spitzbergen
the special force was transferred to a
destroyer which landed them at a pre-
selected rendezvous. They were met by
a local Norwegian group who led them
over the mountains to Barentsburg
where they succeeded in capturing the
two German agents and the radio sta-
tion. If the Nazis had been informed of
the raid the ships would have been easy
prey for Nazi bombers, stationed in
 Norway, when in the narrow confines of
the Spitzbergen fjords. There was no
 interruption of the regular daily weather
 broadcasts to Tromsoe, in German occu-
 pied Norway, whilst the raid was in
 progress.

 The main force at sea now moved
 quickly into the port of Barentsburg.

 The evacuation of the Russian pop-
 ulation began immediately, as did the
 landing of most of the Canadian and
 Allied troops. One hundred soldiers
 remained on board as guards and
 supplementary gun crew. The co-
 operation of the Russians in their own
 departure left much to be desired. Their
 attitude could be excused as nobody
 had told them beforehand that they were
 to be back to Russia.

 The senior Soviet official, who was also
 the mine manager, refused to budge. He
 was a huge, bearded man who could
 have given Rasputin a good run for his
 ruble. Casualties were heavy among the
 hosting Canadian Army officers

at what the unsuspecting manager did
not realize was his specially arranged
going-away party. His capacity for
alcohol had been sadly underestimated.
When the mighty Slavic edifice finally did
crumble, the field of combat was already
bestrewn with many who had preceded
him. It was with respect and reverence
that the 'last of the Romanoffs' was
borne out to the ship!

HM ships Nigeria, Anthony, Icarus and
Antelope escorted the Empress of
Canada across the Arctic Ocean to
Archangel.

At the entrance to the White Sea the
Russian destroyer Groznin arrived to act
as guide for the rest of the journey. Later
the force anchored at the mouth of the
 Dvina River.

 Russian authorities lost no time
 removing  the  evacuees  from
 Spitzbergen. A contingent of nearly 200
former French prisoners of war arrived
 alongside in transit to Britain. They were
 former soldiers of France who had been
 forced into labour battalions and shipped
 to the Russian front by the Germans. In
 most cases they had escaped to, or
 been captured by Soviet troops.
 Through the efforts of the British and the
 Free French governments the Russians
 were prevailed upon to bring the
 remaining survivors to Archangel to be
 evacuated by the Spitzbergen forces at
 a later date. A number of RAF Hurricane
 pilots who had been fighting with
 Russian forces on the eastern front also
 took passage to Britain on the Empress
 of Canada.

 Soon                    the group
 returned to Spitzbergen. The      of
 destroying  the  three  Norwegian
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settlements had been completed. The
Norwegians were now gathered together
in Barentsburg and boarded the
Empress.  Final demolition and
destruction of the remaining facilities was
now carried out. Speed was becoming
more essential by the hour and troops
and sailors alike were pushed to
capacity to complete remaining tasks.
Explosion after explosion echoed and re-
echoed from the steep mountainsides of
the fjord as the sappers and demolition
teams did their final jobs.

A memorable incident occurred at this
time. A fast motor boat was being
utilized to set charges aboard a few
remaining barges and an old derelict
coal ship. The demolition squad had
placed a heavy explosive charge in the
bowels of the old collier and were
hurriedly clambering over the ship's side
to get out harm's way. Just as the men
were sliding down ropes into the
motorboat its engine failed.

To have said that the little boat was a
beehive of activity would have been the
understatement of the war. The crew
were flitting like ants in a hot frying pan.
Battens and planks were hastily torn
from the boat and pressed into use as
paddles but the progress of the boat
was far too slow. The desperate plight of
the men could be seen clearly from the
Empress at her anchorage only half a
mile away. Observers were spellbound at
the impending disaster. Suddenly the
motorboat's engine started and the
narrow gap between the boat and the
doomed ship began to widen rapidly.
Too       With a mighty roar the
explosion came! The speeding boat with
its eight brave men disappeared from
view in the smoke, flames and debris.
Heads shook sadly and those with

queasy stomachs turned away. Out on
the crest of the great wave created by
the explosion shot the motorboat! It
seemed incredible that all the men lived
and there were no injuries.

An order had been given to troop
detachments ashore to exterminate every
domestic animal on Spitzbergen to
prevent them from starving or freezing to
death once the human population had
been evacuated. A Norwegian civilian
appeared on the bridge of the Canada
with an urgent request to the Captain
and the Officer Commanding the
Canadian troops. The plea was to spare
the lives of a number of beautiful Husky
dogs and to take them aboard the
Canada to Britain. The request was at
first refused until the Norwegian
explained that the dogs were the only
survivors of the blood line which had
taken Roald Amundsen, the Arctic
explorer, to the South Pole in December
of 1911. Permission was granted to
evacuate the dogs.

The curtain was now about to be raised
on the final act of the Spitzbergen
drama.

The speedy destroyer Antelope was
selected to remain behind for 12 hours
after the main force had departed. The
Antelope continued sending daily
weather reports to Tromsoe, Norway.
This would serve to allay German
suspicions that anything was amiss on
Spitzbergen until the main body of ships
got well clear. At the appointed time the
radio station was destroyed and
Antelope hurried on after the other ships.
She caught up south of the Faroes and
flashed the following message to the
Canada,   "Congratulations  on  the
complete success of the expedition, we
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can still hear radio Tromsoe calling
Spitzbergen".

The Spitzbergen raid was the first
offensive operation by Canadian forces
in the Second World War. The mission
had been accomplished in a little over
two weeks between August 18 and
September 5, 1941.

The Spitzbergen raid, or Operation
Gauntlet as it is officially known, was
important for three main reasons. First, it
represented the initial Allied success of
any consequence in the Second World
War; secondly, it had a morale boosting
effect on Allied forces which was entirely
out of proportion to its actual import-

 SOME MEMORIES OF THE SOUTH
 COAST OF ENGLAND - Continued

 soldiers. Percy showed up and he was
 taking us home when someone got a
 fiendish notion and kicked in a plate
 glass store window. Some one yelled
 "Cops" and we all took off for home.

 I lost Percy, but when I got home I
 asked Sgt. Burkhoulder if Percy had got
 home. He said "He is in bed, boots and
all. If the cops come, tell them he had
 been home all evening". He had outrun
the runners.

The ending of our cross country team
wasn't as happy. A month later a runner
came from BHQ with orders for me to
report in shorts and runners for the
Division championship, it was the day

ance; thirdly, and most important of all,
was the fact that the expedition served
as the pilot project which helped to
proved  the feasibility of sea
communications to north Russia in time
of war. The Murmansk and Archangel
convoys which were of such vital
importance later in the war were planned
largely on lessons learned from the
Spitzbergen raid.

The loss of the Empress of Canada
following her torpedoing in the South
Atlantic in March, 1943, was the worst
single sea disaster suffered by Canada
in the Second World War. She sank with
a loss of over 400 lives. As usual, except
in troop convoy, she was sailing alone.

after payday, so I wasn't feeling very
healthy. It was a tough race for ail of us
as we had no training. But we got
second so we weren't too disappointed.

P.S. Col. Kitching had been replaced by
Col. Jefferson. I admired him as C.O. but
he wasn't sports minded.
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LAST POST ^^^^^

Alexander, William J. - H7029, Pte.
Passed away August 9, 1995, age 69.
Gimili, Man. Also served in Winnipeg
Grenadiers.

Allan, G.F. (Bud) - M100080. Passed
away October 2, 1994. Killam,  AB.

Basarab, Alexander - M17241, Pte.
Passed away February 23,1995, age 80.
Resided at/near High Prairie, AB.

Beauchamp, James Berwyn - Jim
passed away July 11, 1995, age 67. A
member of our Militia battalion for about
5 years starting about 1965 he
transferred on as a Sgt. from 23
(Edmonton) Medical Company.

Botsford, James (Jim) Savella - passed
away in Edmonton on September 28,
1995 at age 76. He joined our Regiment
in 1939 and was one of only nine
originals to return with the Battalion on
the liner lie de France in September
1945.

Brown, George Grenville - Major
General Brown passed away March 14,
1995. Story appears elsewhere in this
edition.

Callahan, Joseph A. - M17520 LCpl.
Bert was also a member of the Canadian
Scottish Regt. and The Calgary
Highlanders. Passed away November 27,
1994, age 77. Pouce Coupe, BC.

CamfleBd, Sidney Christopher - Passed
away August 13, 1995, age 84.

d  several  merit  awards"."received several
Edmonton area

Charles, Elman L. - M105418, passed
away Februray 6, 1995, age 72. Calgary.

Christie, Charles Richard - M7238,
Passed away June 30, 1995 in
Edmonton. Dick went overseas with the
Regiment in 1939 and was a Band
member.

Chettleborough, Leonard Foster (Len)
- Passed away July 22, 1995 in London,
ON. Brother of Stan Chettleborough.
Joined our Regiment in 1939 and served
overseas six years. Was with City Police
and later the RCMP.

Connery, William L. - M11956. Passed
away April 23, 1995, age 72. Was a
Calgary area resident.

Deforest, Maxwell Peter - Passed away
July 25, 1995. Max resided in Parksville,
BC. Our Militia battalion received a warm
letter from Deforest's granddaughter,
Tracey Devoy, reading in part "I will
always remember the many stories he
shared with me and how special I felt
when my grandparents invited me to join
them at the 1976(?) reunion in Victoria.
My grandaddy was very proud to be a
member of The Loyal Edmontons and
I'm sure that his pride and respect of the
the Regiment will live for generations to
come."

Flowers, Maurice P. - Passed away
October 4, 1995 at age 89. Brother of
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Reg Flowers. Also served as a Major in
the Militia in Post War years.

Fossen, Leonard H. - M102629, Pte.
Died September 23,1994, age 73. Killam
AB area.

Giffen, Ed - C120771. With our
Regiment in WW2. From Brockville, Ont.
No other information known.

Hayter, Mrs. Danica - widow of Ralph
Hayter, passed away December 20,1994
in Sherwood Park, AB. Formerly a
resident of High River and Two Hills, AB.

Jones, Stanley H. - passed away in
Edmonton, July 12, 1995 aged 74.

Lidgett, Jack - M 15759. Passed away in
 Edmonton, April 14, 1995, aged 79.

 Lowden, William D. - passed away
 October 26, 1994. Resident of West
Vancouver, BC. A WW1 vet,

 McCallum, Archie - M16121. Passed
 away on March 20, 1995, aged 80.
 Resident of Vancouver, BC.

 McDonald, John Bertram (Bert) -
 Passed away August 31, 1995, age 74.
 From Mayerthorpe; served in Support
 Company in Sicily and Italy.

 McKain, Mark Arthur - Passed away
 August 11, 1995 in Edmonton. Was in
 Support Company in Sicily and Italy.

 Morcom, Gordon F. - M16425. Passed
 away January 29, 1995, age 82.
 Lethbridge, AB area. Went overseas with
 our Regiment in 1939.

Morgan, Robert R. - M8198, Pte.
Passed away October 2, 1994. Age 70.
Sexsmith, AB area.

Morris, Edwin - Passed away October
18, 1995, aged 75. Ed joined the
Regiment as a boy soldier in 1936,
going overseas in 1939. In August 1944
he was captured during the fighting or-L
the Gothic Line and spent nine months
as a prisoner of war. After 1945 he spent
several years with our Militia battalion
before joining 2PPCLI and serving in
Korea in 1950-51. He remained in the
Regular Army,  becoming  Brigade
Sergeant Major, and then staff Captain,
Alberta Area Cadet Officer (Land) in the
early 1970s. Ed also served on our
executive and was Editor for a few years.

Nelson, Walter 1. -
September 22, 1994.
Burnaby, BC.

passed away
A resident of

Olson, Bernard PedSar - Barney passed
away at the age of 79 years on July 31,
1995. WW2 pay sergeant and long time
executive member of your Association.
Please see remarks on Editor's Page.

Powell, Henry Oswald Worsley -
passed away October 5, 1995 in
Edmonton at age 81. Ossie was a Sgt. in
B Company, serving in Sicily and Italy.
He was awarded an MM for his actions
during the battle of San Fortunato where
he knocked out a Mark V! Tiger tank.
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Rendall, Mrs. Jean Margarret - Passed
away December 6, 1994 in Red Deer at
age 74. Predeceased by her husband
Bill.

Rivers, Peter W. - K57748, Pte. Passed
away October 27, 1994. Age 72. North
Burnaby, BC. Was also member of The
Canadian Scottish Regiment.

Roots, Kenneth James
October 17, 1995, age
badly wounded as a
commander. He was
Platoon Commander in
Coy.

@ Passed away
 77. Ken was
 rifle platoon

 also Signals
 Headquarters

Stewart, Robert - Passed away May 21,
1995 in Edmonton. Joined in 1939, and
was our Pay Sergeant in Italy.

Tettamente, Marcel Henri - M17178
passed away April 12, 1995, age 79, in
Edmonton.

Thirlwell, Edward W. - M16267, Cpl.
Passed away March 22, 1995, age 78.
Resided at/near 100 Mile House, BC.

Watts, Stanley Reginald (Reg) - Passed
away in Barrhead, AB at age 103 on
September 13,  1995.  Edmonton
Branch's only Honorary Life Member.
Barrhead. 100724 Pte. Watts, S.R. joined
the 66th  Battalion,  Canadian
Expeditionery Force July 10, 1915 at
Edmonton and embarked with the 66th
Batt'n on the SS Olympia at Halifax on
April 28, 1916. Subsequently transferred
to the 49th.

Mount Sorrel
The Somme 1916
Flers-Courcelette
Ancre Heights
Arras 1917-1918
Vimy
Hill 70
Ypres 1917
Passchendaele
Amiens
Scarpe 1918
Hindenburg Line
Canal du Nord
Persuit to Mons
France and Flanders

  1915
         **

Landing in Sicily
Piazza Armerina
Leonforte
Agira

     In Memory of all ranks
              of the

      49th Battalion, C.E.F.
               and

 The Loyal Edmonton Regiment

who gave their lives for Sovereign
and Country in the cause of
freedom, and to commemorate
the actions fought by the
Regiment.

They shall not grow old,
As we that are left grow old;
Age shall not weary them
Nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun
And in the morning
We will remember them.

Adrano
Troina Valley
Sicily 1943
Colie d'Anchise
The Gully
Ortona
Liri Valley
Hitler Line
Gothic Line
Monteciccardo
Monte Luro
Rimini Line
San Fortunato
Pisciatelio
Savio Bridgehead
Naviglio Canal
Fosse Munio
Italy 1943-1945
Apeldoorn
North-West Europe
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MEMBERSHIP NAMES AND ADDRESSES

 B.C. ASSOCIATION

 T.N. Adamson
 S.F. Andrunyk

 R.W. Bailey
 C. Bilou
 Hon. H.P. Bell-Irving
 A. Bird
 C.E. Black
 Jack Boddington
 E. Bradish
 W.A.Doug Burns
 H. Butter-worth

 R.S. Cameron
 P. Charles
 J. Childs

 J. Delorme
 F. Delyea
 E.C. Dick
J.A. Dougan
D. Dreger
W.M. Dunbar
L. Duncan

T.E. Fontaine
S.J. Fry
N.A. Furnell

G. Geddes
D.I. Grahame
A. Greene

W. Hall
Dr. J.F. Haley
J. Harris
Steve Henke
W.G. Holmes
T. Huntingdon

A. Johnson

G. Kitching
A. Kohuch

 427 Hansen St.
 34 Johnson St., Ste. A7

 4936 Chancellor Blvd
 8468 - 13th Ave.
 #42-2236 Folkstone Way
 3937 Lauder Road
 12-3603 27th Ave.
 R.R.I
 #101-3377 Capilano Road
 2322 Hollyhill PI.
 5914 Ralston Dr.

 c/o General Delivery
 R.R. #2
 2539 Shakespeare St.

 8897 - 158 Street
R.R.1, Site 6, Comp 17
2300 Fowler Road
6701 Welch Road
2850 Richmond Rd.
 112 Cheryl Place
#104-147 Green Ave. W.

6709 Griffiths Ave.
2840 Lardeau PI.
428 Heritage Cres.

1850 Chandler Ave.
#175-27111 Zero Ave.
1325 Rockland Ave.

P.O. Box 901
11-300 Plaskett Place
335 Harwell Road
13 Colo Close, Mountain Ci
#703-4221 Mayberry St.
#306-710-16th Ave. NE

#4-608 St. Charles St.

3434 Bonair Place
#301 - 35 Newcastle Ave.

    Penticton, BC
    Barrie, ON

    Vancouver, BC
    Burnaby, BC
    W. Vancouver, BC
    Victoria, BC
    Vernon, BC
    Naramata, BC

d  N. Vancouver, BC
    Victoria, BC
    Nanaimo, BC

    Yale, BC
    Summerland, BC
    Victoria, BC

    Surrey, BC
    Thunder Bay, ON
    Qualicum Beach, BC
    Saanichton, BC
    Victoria, BC
    Nanaimo, BC
    Penticton, BC

    Burnaby, BC
    Vernon, BC
    Okotoks, AB

    Victoria, BC
    Aldergrove, BC
    Victoria, BC

    Gold River, BC
    Victoria, BC
    Nanaimo, BC

Creek, Australia
    Burnaby, BC
    Calgary, AB

    Victoria, BC

    Victoria, BC
    Nanaimo, BC
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C. Lamberton
D.J. LaRiviere
E. Lenglet
R.P. Lewis
G. Lewis
M.R. Likes
A.S. Logan

A.D. MacDonald
E.M.K.(Keith) MacGregor
M. Markowsky
P. McBratney
J, McBride
J.A. McConnel
F. McDougal
G. Mclntosh
K.D.F. McKenzie
Dr. J. McNally
J.G. Milnes
W. Morreau
P.P. Muirhead (WW1)
D. Mundy
J.W. Musgrove

R. Paulsen
    Winter:

Otto Peters
D. Petrie (WW1)

J.H. Quarton

D. Rogers
J. Rosser

L.D. Smith
Wm. Smith
H. Smythe
S.D. Spicer
F. Stepchuk
J.R. Stone

R.H. Summersgill
N. Sykes

L.E. Taplin

420 Strang Drive
975 East 41st Ave.
284 Drysdale Blvd.
#206-3560 Highway Dr.
#26-1160 Shellbourne Blvd
P.O. Box 72
Apt 208-11 Cooperage Place

#504-1315 Cardero St.
126 Ave J. South
4238 Granville St.
699 Buck Road
21065 - 56th Ave.
2730 Claude Road
720 Keith Street
#40-15875 - 20th Ave
824 Richmond Ave.
2833 Parkside Dr.
R.R. #1, Box 1, Site 6
3731 Fir Street
#114-32073 Sherwood Cres
130 Mariner's Lane
4039 Elise Place

RR2 Ladysmith, BC
Vancouver, BC
Kelowna, BC
Trail, BC
Campbell River, BC
Madeira Park, BC
Victoria, BC

Vancouver, BC
Saskatoon, SK
Vancouver, BC
Kelowna, BC
Langley, BC
Victoria, BC
Moose Jaw, SK
Surrey, BC
Victoria, BC
Lethbridge, AB
Boswell, BC
S. Burnaby, BC
Clearbrook, BC
Salt Spring Is.,BC
Victoria, BC

VOR 2EO
V5W 1P8
V1V 1P5
V1R 2V1
V9W 5G5
VON 2HO
V9A 7J9

V6G2J2
S7M 2A1
V6H 3L5
V1W 1N6
V3A 3Z4
V9B 3T6
S6H 5R2
V4A 2B1
V8S 3Z1
T1J 1M8
VOB 1AO
V5G 2A4
V2T 1C1
V8K 1S6
V8X 4K1

2513 Glengarry Rd.        Mississauga, ON    L5C 1Y1
3301-58 Ave N. Lot 309     St. Petersburg.FL    33714 USA
4480 Urquart Cres.         Prince George, BC   V2M 5H4
Extended Care, Saanich Penninsula, ECU #1 Rm 227

  2166 Mt. Newton Rd     Saanichton, BC     V8M 2B2

RR2, Site 80C
  9310 Milne Road

#5-4300 Stoneywood Ln
212 Long Lake Chateau

  3035 Ross Road

1650 Westminster Ave.
Site 15, Comp 1, RR3
#822 - 440 Simcoe St.
2080 Okanagan Ave.
2499 - 15th Ave.
Apt 423 Somerset House

  540 Dallas Road
2434 Mathers Ave.
18177 - 59th Ave.

11721 Cascade Drive

Summerland, BCVOH 1ZO

Victoria, BCV8X 5A5

Nanaimo, BCV9T 5S8

Port Coquitlan, BC
Penticton, BC
Victoria, BC
Salmon Arm, BC
Port Alberni, BC

Victoria, BC
W.. Vancouver, BC
Surrey, BC

Delta, BC

V3B 1E2
V2A 7K8
V8V 1L3
VIE 1H4
V9Y 2Z6

V8V 4X9
V7V 2H8
V3S 5R8

V4E 3C3
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L. Tuppen 2030 Hornby Place Sidney, BC V8L 2M5

A.A. Wachter
J. Washburn
Ernie White
W.T. Whitlock
F.J. Wrate

#100 - 375 Newcastle Ave.
5516 Ocean Place
12128 - 94A Street
Site 31A - RR1
#10-999 Burnaby Ave.

Nanaimo, BC
W. Vancouver, BC
Grande Prairie, AB
Summerland, BC
Penticton, BC

B.C. ASSOCIATION - LADY MEMBERS

Mrs. A. Barbour
Mrs. Mary Beaton
Mrs. R. Beaudry
Mrs. 0. Browne
Mrs. I.S. dark
Mrs. J. Craig
Mrs. Mary Dack
Mrs. P. Darlington
Mrs. B. Gibson
Mrs. A.L. Gracie
Mrs. K. Guthrie
Mrs. J.O. Hughson
Mrs. Irene Jackson
Mrs. M.I. Jefferson

Mrs. E. Jones
Mrs. M.A. Jones
Mrs. J. Key
Mrs. M. Lilley
Mrs. M. MacDonald
Mrs. P. McEwan
Mrs. J. Middleton
Mrs. Iris Moroz
Mrs. Margaret Nelson
Mrs. W. Oakey
Mrs. Vera Paupst
Mrs. P. Remple
Mrs. D. Rowlatt
Mrs. D. Russell
Mrs. M. Sheldrake
Mrs. Nellie Stocki

#313 -1575 Begbie St.
#17 - 3968 Cedar Hill Road
3838 Epsom Drive
1920 St. Ann Street
RR4, Site 97, Comp. 13
2239 Amherst Ave.
Box 132
#102-3160 Irma St.
#201-1840 Argyll Ave.
#41B-2800 Alwood
1563 Stevens St.
691 Erminskin Ave.
P.O. Box 1306
c/o Douglas Manor

  657 Niagara St.
15823 Essex Place
#430-3051 Shelborne St.
#310-685 Niagara St.
11803 Harper Drive
459 Balsam Street
#308-41 Sunset Blvd.
1869 Dahl Crescent
Box 226
1619 Augusta Ave.
#223, 10636 - 120 St.
#127-13725 - 72A Ave.
3158 Wessex Close
#1711-955 Marine Dr.
Box 935
#129-1680 Poplar Ave.
8120 Osier St.

V9S 4H9
V7W 1N8
T8A 5C3
VOH 1ZO
V2A 1G7
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Victoria, BC V8R 1L2
Victoria, BC V8N 3B8
Victoria, BC V8T 3S5
Victoria, BC V8R 5W1
Summerland, BC VOH 1ZO
Sidney, BC V8L 2G5
Enderby, BC VOE 1VO
Victoria, BC V9A 1S8
Nanaimo, BC V9S 3K7
Clearbrook, BC V2T 3R9
White Rock, BC V4B 4Y4
Parksville, BC V9P 1G2
Chemainus, BC VOR 1KO

Victoria, BC V8V 2P9
White Rock, BC V4A 5L2
Victoria, BC V8R6T2
Victoria, BC V8V 4X7
Vernon, BC V1B 1B9
Qualicum Beach, BC V9K 1H9
Perth, ON K7H 3H8
Abbotsford, BC V2S 4B3
Sheho, SK SOA 3TO
Burnaby, BC V5A 4P1
Edmonton, AB T5H 4L5
Surrey, BC V3W OS4
Victoria, BC V8P 5N2
Vancouver, BC V7T1A9
Chase, BC VOE 1MO
Victoria, BC V8P 4K9
Vancover, BC V6P 4E2



EDMONTON AS^

 Lee Ahlstrom
 E.T. Allan
 Amby Ambrose
 Jim Anderson

 Mike Antonio
 Gordon Armstrong
 James Ashmore
 Chris Atkin
 Georgina Atkin
 Sam Atkinson

Frerderick S. Bath
P.J. (Paddy) Bawn
Marshall Baydala
Malcolm Beaton
Miles Beaton
Ed Beaudry
Danny Beauregard
Bill Bewick
Jack Birmingham
Dave Bittman
Howard Bone
John Bowen
Ed Boyd
R. Bower
Dave Boyer
Fred Brien
Mel Brown
Daniel J. Burke
James Burndred
Alex Burrows
Shierlaw Burry

Angus Campbell
Bruce Campbell
Rod Campbell
Roily Castagner

R.W. Chapman
Joe Chenger
Stan Chettleborough
Jack Childs
Trevor J. dark
Rowan Coleman

 7 Courtney Drive
 1231 Hyndman Road
 Boxl
 30 Finmere, North Lake

 Box 364
 5703 - 189 Street
 Box 23
 13125 - 27 Street            :
 13125 - 27 Street            :
 Box 1261                 :

Heritage Man.1613 - 5A Ave '
7115 - 93 Ave.            ;
 12771 - 118 St.              ;
4612 Greenview Dr. NE     <
 12311 - 105 St.             ]
Box 2, Site 201, RR2
 12082 - 58 St.              ]
40 Scenic Cresc. Dr. NW    (
4312 - 105 Ave.             ]
12015 - 133 Ave.            ]
12908 - 78 St.              ]
#8, Elsinore Place          1
5904 Fulton Road          1
#4, 11327 - 95 Street        1
5003 - 1st Street NW        (
54 Fulton Ave.              <
5024 - 54 Street
206 Young Street           (
6211 - 18 Street SE         (
#2512, 641 Bathgate Dr.    (
Box 279                   ]

4512 - 109 Avenue          ]
6 Valleyview Point          I
8736 - 89 Avenue           I
12 Cliff Cres. , Maple Ridge I

                            I
14008 - 90 Avenue          I
2028 - 19 Street, S.          I
12014 - 105 Street          I
2539 Shakespeare St.        ^
11007 - 36 Street           I
#1002, 3468 Drummond St. I

  Sherwood Park, AB
  Edmonton, AB
  Lake Isle, AB
  Bracknell, Berks
  England
  Hythe, AB
  Edmonton, AB
  Blue Ridge, AB
  Edmonton, AB
  Edmonton, AB
  Beaverlodge, AB

s Wainwright, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Calgary, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Tofield, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Calgary, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Calgary, AB
 Ottawa, ON
 Yellowknife, NT
 Ottawa, ON
 Calgary, AB
 Ottawa, ON
 Fallis, AB

 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB

;Park
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Lethbridge, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Victoria, BC
 Edmonton, AB
 Montreal, PQ

 T8A 5K7
 T5A 4N7
 TOE 1HO
 RG12 7WF

 TOH 2CO
 T6M 2G8
 TOE OBO
 T5A 3Y9
T5A 3Y9
TOA OCO

T9W 1R8
T6B OW7
T5E 5K9
T2E5R6
T5G 2P2
TOB 4JO
T5W3X3
T3L 1C2
T6A OZ9
T5E 1E8
T5C 1G5
T5X 5W3
T6A3T2
T5G 1L2
T2KOX7
K1S 4Y6
X1A 1W5
K1Y 3R1
T2C OM4
K1K 3Y3
TOE OVO

T6A 1R5
T5R 5T4
T6C 1N7

T6P 1B6
T5R 4T6
T1K 2C4
T5G 2N5
V8R 4G6
T5W 2A6
H3G 1Y4
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Paul Cote
Leo Cote
Ken Coupland
Ed Cox
Bill Craig

Bill Craik
Ralph Craven
Brougham Deegan
Elmer Devore

Bill Dewitz
Ron Dmetruk
John Dougan
John Drake
Dick Driscoll

Jimmy Duncan
R.R. Duquette

Frank Eakin
Gordon Edey
Art Edge
lan G. Edwards
Don Ellett

Tornilo Fabris
C.W. Faulkner
Edward Federation
Ivan Feldberg
H.G. (Gig) Field
Dennis Fleck
Reg Flowers
Jim Foote
Ken Froland
SidFry
Henry Funk

Fred Gale
Fred Gaschnitz
Dave Gaulter
Carl Geeraert
A.H. (Buck) Getschel
Henry Giesbrecht
Jack Goruk
Don Gower
Albert Grandbois
Pat Grier
John Guay

#1403, 11230 St. Albert Tr
12103 107 Street
115 Wellington Crescent
#4, 101 Grove Drive
Mewburn Veterans' Home
mail: c/o 10519 - 56 Ave.
1917 - 9 Ave. N
4116 - 126 Street
#151, 14012 - 102 Street
#302, 210 Mayor Magrath E

Box 4795
10971 - 92 Street
6701 Welch Road
7914 - 77 Avenue
4 Burgess Gardens

Box 114
#16, 10160- 119 Street

No address
12147 Fletcher St.
9319-70 Avenue
104 Village Downs
1323 Knottwood Road

13120 - 133 St.
8123 - 86 Ave.
No Address
Box 536
14018-100 Avenue
265 Heath Road
Mewburn, 11440 Univ. Ave.
#104, 10630 - 42 Ave.
620 S Gramercy PI, Apt312
2840 Lardeau Place
9738 - 71 Ave.

634 - 25 Ave. NW
12832 - 127 Street
RR#1
1020 Nicola Street
#703, 8610 Jasper Ave.
3212 Carol Drive NW
5040 - 41E Avenue
143 Oeming Road
Box 694
9241 - 52 Street
Box 23

  Edmonton, AB
  Edmonton, AB
  Spruce Grove, AB
  Spruce Grove, AB

  Edmonton, AB
  Lethbridge, AB
  Edmonton, AB
  Edmonton, AB

Dr.N
  Lethbridge, AB
   Barrhead, AB
   Edmonton, AB
   Saanichton, BC
   Edmonton, AB

T5M 3P2
T5G 2S8
T7X1K6
T7K3H7

T6H 0X6
TIN Ul
T6J 2A4
T5E 4K8

Lethbridge, ABT1H 3P8
Barrhead, ABT7N 1A6
Edmonton, ABT5H 1W2
Saanichton, BCV8M 1W6
Edmonton, ABT6C OK9
Bassett, Southhampton

 Hants, EnglandS016 7AN
Clairmont, ABTOH OWO
Edmonton, ABT5K 1Y9
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Maple Ridge, BC V2K 6L1
Edmonton, AB T6E OT8
Sherwood Park, AB T8A 4L6
Edmonton, AB T6K2K5

Edmonton, AB T5L 1T1
Edmonton, AB T6C 1J2

Evansburg, AB TOEOTO
Edmonton, AB T5N OJ3
Edmonton, AB T6R 1W4
Edmonton, AB T6G 1Z1
Edmonton, AB T6J 2W6
Los Angeles, CA 90005-3271
Vernon, BC V1T 7V7
Edmonton, AB T6E OW6

Calgary, AB T2M2A9
Edmonton, AB T5L 1A7
Thorsby, AB TOC 2PO
Kamloops, BC V2C 2S1
Edmonton, AB T5H 3S5
Calgary, AB T2LOK6
Taber, AB TOK2GO
Edmonton, AB T6R 1M3
Westlock, AB TOG 2LO
Edmonton, AB T6B 1G3
Perryvale, AB TOG 1TO



Warren Haney
Chuck Harrop
Michael Hawryluk
George Henderson
Bob Hidson
Tom Hidson
Jim Hodson
Edmund Howard
Henry Howard

Guiseppe Imbalzano
Pat Ireland

Sid James
Bob Jardine
Kevin Jensen
Alon Johnson
Glenn Jones
Stan Jones

Steve Kmiech

Gerald Lacombe
Len Lamoureux
Vie Lawrence
F.J. Leach
Ron LeBas
Sam Lenko
Ray Lewis
 Steve Lotoski
William Lukaniuk

Jack Mackie
 Chuck Marshall
 Alex Matheson

 Don Matheson
 Bob Matheson
 Ernest Merrier
 George Miller
 Ramsey A. Monaghan
 Bill Moody
 Owen L. Moses
 Keith Mundorf
 Lem. Mundorf

 John A. MacLean
 Dave McAra
 Art McCormack
 Angus McCrimmon

Box 2210
#706, 15424 - 84 Ave.
2811-31 Street SW
225 Sun Canyon Cresc SE
6424 - 84 Street
885 Renfrew Street
1 Broomfield Dr.
13847 - 25 Street
Address unknown

CP 6079
Box 1199

Box 100
53334 Range Road 213
5927 - 138 Ave.
#4, 608 St. Charles St.
13 Garland Cres.
10603 - 128 Ave.

7012 - 92A Avenue

Box 7007
General Delivery
Box 84
4425 - 5 Avenue.East
6915 - 92B Avenue
Box 294
 #206, 3560 Highway Drive
Box 125
Box 13

 17936 - 57 Avenue
 536 Woodbridge Way
 Box 305, Sunset Manor
 110 W. Jasper St.
 10324 Villa Avenue
 #54, 303 Twin Brooks Dr.
 Box 163
 10435 - 104 Ave.
 218 - 3rd Street
 11227 - 126 Street
 Box 247
 9059 - 95 Street
 12719 - 93 Street

 #116, 9711 - 101 St.
 11215 - 53 Street
 4735 - 25 Avenue
 RR#1

Ft. Saskatchewan, AB T8L 1V3
Edmonton, AB     T5W 3K8
Edmonton, AB     T6L 6J2
Priddis, AB       TOL 1WO
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Dawson Creek, BC V1G 4K9
Edmonton, AB T5R3L4
Calgary, AB T3E 2N9
Calgary, AB T2X 2V7
Edmonton, AB T6E 2W9
Winnipeg, MB R3N1K5
Ft, Saskatchewan, ABT8L 2M5
Edmonton, AB T5Y 1B1

Rome, Italy 00195
High Prairie, AB TOG1EO

Killam, AB TOB 2LO
Ardrossan, AB TOBOEO
Edmonton, AB T5A1E4
Victoria, BC V8S 3N7
Sherwood Park, AB T8A 2P3
Edmonton, AB T5E OJ2

Edmonton, AB T6B OT8

Bonnyville, AB T9N2H4
McLennan, AB TOH 2LO
Spirit River, AB TOH3GO
Edson, AB T7E1B7
Edmonton, AB T6B OW1
Sangudo, AB TOE 2AO
Trail, BC V1R 2V1
Alberta Beach, AB TOE OAO
Tomahawk, AB TOE 2HO

Edmonton, AB T6M 1X4
Sherwood Park, AB T8A 4G9

Hinton, AB T7V1X2
Edmonton, AB T5N 3T9
Edmonton, AB T6J 6V3
Faust, AB TOG 0X0
Grande Prairie, AB T8V 1G1
Morden,MB R6M 1P2
Edmonton, AB T5M OR3
Fort McLeod, AB TOL OZO
Edmonton, AB T6C 3W7
Edmonton, AB T5E 3S9



E,A. McDonald
Vern McGee
Doug McGowan
Hugh McKay
A. McLaren
Ed McLean
Sam McLeod
Mel McPhee
Gordon McVee
Wally McVee

James Negrey
Alvin Nelson
Alan Nicholis

Bill Parry
Gordon Pearcey
Otto Peters
D. Petrie (WW1)

Jesse Pittman
Bill Polhill
Ray Pollock
Wolf Preuss
Bob Prowd
Bill Purves

Art Quinn

Bryan Read
H. "Buster" Reay
Fred K. Reesor
Art Robinson
Bernie Robitaille
Wally Ross
L. Ryan

Max Saville
Matt Sawchyn
G.C. Schiller
David Scott
Ronald Scott
Bill Shaw
George Smart
J.G. Smith
W.D. (Bill) Smith
William H. Smith
E.R. Springsteel
Bernie Stanton

#17, 10721 -116 Street
#314, 13910 Stony Plain Rd
515 Twin Brooks Bay
11601 - 122 Street
7304 - 76 Street
14 Rosewood Place
Box 783
8703 - 52 Street
11916 - 51 Street
#706, 11230 St. Albert Tr

511 Wilderness Drive SE
Box 3394
9027 - 138 Street

Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Sherwood Park, AB
Grenfell, SK
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB

Calgary, AB
Spruce Grove, AB
Edmonton, AB

9615 - 159 Street
10505 - 109 Ave.
General Delivery
Extended Care, Saanich

  2166 Mt. Newton Rd
53 Oatway Drive
5503 - 109 Street
Box RR2, Site 6
16309 - 112A Street
#7, 9508 - 100 Ave.
Box 23

#33, 10 Grange Drive

     Edmonton, AB
     Grande Prairie, AB
     Williams Lake, BC

Penninsuia, ECU #1 Rm
     Saanichton, BC
     Stony Plain, AB
     Edmonton, AB
     Grande Prairie, AB
     Edmonton, AB
     Grande Prairie, AB
     Hythe, AB

Site 3, RR2, Box 11
RR2
#1109, 2400 Virginia Dr.
239 Grandin Village
5611 - 124AAve.
9603 -142 Street
361 Isack Drive

Box 164
Box 634
1144 Mountdale Avenue
#208, 9825 - 103 St.
Box 117
8723 - 93 Avenue
1012 - 16 Avenue
4807 - 46 Avenue
Box 332
Box 246
Box 13, Site 3, RR1
#30, 500 Lessard Dr.

St. Albert, AB

Spruce Grove, AB
Red Deer, AB
Ottawa, ON
St. Albert, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Windsor, ON

Erickson, BC
High Prairie, AB
Thunder Bay, ON
Edmonton, AB
Ashmont, AB
Edmonton, AB
Cold Lake, AB
Athabasca, AB
Alberta Beach, AB
Houston, BC
Thorsby, AB
Edmonton, AB



 Tony Stark
 Frank Stefaniak
 Doug Stewart
 Ken Stewart
 L.E. Stewart
 Jim Stone

 Brian Stonehouse
Alan Storrier
Ron Storrier
Joe Sutter
 Charlie Swan

G. Tackaberry
Jeffery Taylor
William G. Taylor
Bill Teleske
Peter Thiesson
Donald Thompson
WJ. Thomson
Doug Thorlakson
Paul Tobolsk!
Bruce Topham
L. Tosczak
Jack Toy
Joe Turions
Leslie Tywoniuk

Troy Vanbostelen

Don Wade
Keith Wakefield
Carl Walford
Earl M Watt
Barney Weir
R.N. Weizenbach
Vince Westacott
Ernie White
C.F. White
Maurice White
Ben Whitmore
Bob Wilson
Jim Woods

Ely Yez
Brendan Yuill

Joseph Zak
Bruce Zawalsky
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Box 664 Enderby, BC VOE 1VO
RR 1 Evansburg, AB TOE OTO
7815 - 148 Avenue Edmonton, AB T5C 2T8
12115 -129 Street Edmonton, AB T5L 1H3
#402,10950 - 82 Ave, Edmonton, AB T6G 2R9
#425 Somerset House

540 Dallas Road Victoria, BC V8V 4X9
16527 - 102 Street Edmonton, AB T5X 2G9
#503, 8920 - 100 Street Edmonton, AB T6E 4Y8
8128 - 167 Street Edmonton, AB T5R 2T6
Mewburn, 11440 Univer.Av. Edmonton, AB T6G 1Z1
5312 - 39 Street Innisfail, AB TOM 1AO

#704, 10015 - 119 Street Edmonton, AB T5K 1Y7
13511 - 91 Street Edmonton, AB T5E 3P9
64 Rifle Range Hamilton, ON L8S 3B4
9749 - 71 Street Edmonton, AB T6E OW5
8932 - 105 Avenue Grande Prairie, AB T8K 1H9
#1104, 9649 - 94 Ave Grande Prairie, AB T8V 6H3
Box 413 Hythe, AB TOH 2CO
153 Cornall Court Edmonton, AB T5C 3C3
Box 38 Banff, AB TOL OCO
9158 - 179 Avenue Edmonton, AB T5Z 2K1
Site 51, 1133 Findlay Rd. Kelowna, BC V1X 5A9
#21, 10160 - 119 Street Edmonton, AB T5K 1Y9
Box 352 High Prairie, AB TOG 1EO
#102, 9203 - 144 Ave. Edmonton, AB T5E 2H7

25 Lincoln Cresc. St. Albert, AB T8N 3M9

2012 Bonneville Court Sherwood Park, AB T8A OY6
14424 - 86 Avenue Edmonton, AB T5R 4B3
15006 - 83 Avenue Edmonton, AB T5R3T2
64 Westmoon Bay East Winnipeg, MB R2J 1Y9
RR1 Two Hills, AB TOB 4KO
26, 53310 Range Rd 221 Ardrossan, AB TOBOEO
12127 - 53 Street Edmonton, AB T5W 3L8
12128 - 94A Street Grande Prairie, AB T8V 5C3
Box 144 Spirit River, AB TOH 3GO
5208 - 109 Avenue Edmonton, AB T6A 1S1
Address unknown
8750 - 78 Avenue Edmonton, AB T6C ON6
164 MacEwenRidgeVillasNW Calgary, AB T3K 4G3

Box 339 Alberta Beach, AB TOE OAO
14746 - 48 Avenue Edmonton, AB T6H 5N2

Box 414 Coleman, AB TOK OMO
5819 - 115 Street Edmonton, AB T6H 3P9



EDMONTON BRANCH - ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

lan Burrows

Don Henry
Frank Kozar
Peter Murray
Mitchell Turions

Crosswinds, #2512 - 641 Bathgate Dr.
                          Ottawa, ON        K1 K 3Y3

Box 1612               Vermilion, AB TOB 4MO
11153 - 34A Avenue       Edmonton, AB     T6J 3M2
5102 - 51 Avenue         Vermilion, AB TOB 4MO
#206, 435 Beaver Dam Road NE

                          Calgary, AB        T2K 6J9

EDMONTON BRANCH - LADY MEMBERS

Betty Belford
Doreen Blakely
Peggy Bolinski
Ester Bowen

Mary Dack
Cecilia Dombrowski
LiLlian Jones
Violet E. Kirby
Bessie-Ann MacKay
Marg Maxwell
Isobel Morgan
Win Morris
Betty Myers
Margaret Papirnick
Doris Petley
Ethel Poulton
Betty Rhodes
Queenie Ross
Francis Rosser
Jessie St. Pierre
Edna Squarok
Jane Todd
Dot Turner
Annie Walker
Loreen Whelan
Edna Wismer

9812 - 91 Avenue
11719-125 Street
9720 - 80 Avenue
#1114Cresc Place

  13910 Stony Plain Rd
Box 132
7624 - 83 Street
10342-145 Street
#702, 11020 - 53 Ave.
Box 3537
#406,3285 Pembina Hwy
Box 54
9519 - 140 Ave.
#301, 12406-112 Ave.
#901, 11503-100 Ave.
3212 Lancaster Way, SW
#205, 4410-117 Ave.
12224-80 Street
3740 Kerrydale Road, SW
Box 180
#207, 2604-139 Ave.
#515, 13805-75 St.
#401, 10743-107 Street
8735 - 77 Avenue
9913-109 Street
Box 133
#27,1779 Parkview Manor

Grande Prairie, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB

Edmonton, AB
Enderby, BC
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Athabasca, AB
Winnipeg, MB
Rochester, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Calgary, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Calgary, AB
Ashmont, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Ft. Saskatchewan, i
Rycroft, AB
Lacombe, AB

  T8V OG2
  T5M ON7
  T6E1S7

  T5N 3R2
  VOE 1VO
  T6C 2Y6
  T5N 2X7
  T6H OS4
  TOG OBO
  R3V1T7
  TOG 1ZO
  T5E 5Z9
  T5M 2S9
  T5K 2K7
  T3E 5W4
  T5W 4Z8
  T5B 2P3
  T3E 4T2
  TOA OCO
  T5Y 1A1
  T5C 3H8
  T5H 2Y9
  T6C OL6

AB T8L 2K3
  TOH 3AO
  TOC 1SO

EDITOR'S POSTSCRIPT:

Well, that's the FortyNiner for this, our
81st Year. I've had to turn down, with
much regret, one excellent article
because it was too long (10 pages) and
the story told elsewhere in this issue. But

my supply of articles for your magazine
for 1996 is "nil". Handwritten, typed, on
a floppy disk or dicta led into a tape
cassette. Won't you please help!!
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